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Resumo

No ambito  do  projecto  NANODEM,  que  pretende  concentrar  biomoleculas  funcionalizadas  com particulas 

magneticas em zonas especificas do microcanal, de modo a fazer detecção óptica destas, nesta tese é estudado, 

desenvolvido e optimizado um sistema de atracção de particulas magneticas - armadilhas magneticas.

Para  o  efeito,  esta  tese  engloba:  Um  estudo  teórico  com  simulações  de  campos  gerados  por  armadilhas 

magneticas, de forma a calcular o conjunto de parametros que maximizam a atracção; Simulação dos trajectos  

efectuados por particulas magneticas, de acordo com as caracteristicas e parametros da armadilha magnetica; 

Desenvolvimento e calibração de um sistema de electroplating de Cobre, para a electrodeposição de contactos 

capazes de aguentar as altas densidades de corrente a que as armadilhas magneticas são submetidas para gerar os  

campos  magnéticos;  Microfabricação  de  armadilhas  magneticas;  Optimizações  da  microfabricação  e  testes 

experimentais de atracção de particulas.

As particulas magnéticas a ser usadas neste projecto, Turbobeads de Cobalto envoltas em cápsulas de Silício, 

foram atraídas com sucesso para a superficie pretendida do microcanal. A distância usada entre as armadilhas 

magnéticas e fundo do microcanal foi de 140µm. A armadilha magnética possui 10 espiras concentricas, cada 

uma com aproximadamente 15µm de largura e 12µm de altura, um pitch de 30µm e um raio interno de 120µm. 

Foi usada uma corrente DC de 0.2A em cada espira para a atracção magnetica das particulas.
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Abstract

In the framework of the project NANODEM, which pretends to concentrate biomolecules functionalized with 

magnetic particles in specific areas onto the microchannel surface to detect them, in this thesis is researched, 

developed and optimized an attraction system to attract Magnetic Particles – Magnetic Traps.

For this purpose, the thesis encompasses: A theoretical study on the magnetic field generated by Magnetic Traps, 

with  precise  simulations,  to  calculate  the  set  of  parameters  that  maximizes  attraction;  Magnetic  Particles'  

tracking simulations,  according to the system's  characteristics and parameters;  Creation and calibration of a 

Copper electroplating system to electrodeposit Copper contacts capable of withstanding high current densities,  

needed for Magnetic Traps to generate strong magnetic fields; Magnetic Traps' microfabrication; Optimizations 

at the microfabrication level and experimental tests on magnetic particles' attraction.

The magnetic  particles  to  be used in this  project,  clusters  of  Cobalt  Turbobeads inside Silicon shells,  were 

successfully attracted to the target area of microchannel's surface. The distance used between Magnetic Traps 

and microchannel bottom surface was 140µm. These Magnetic Traps are composed of 10 concentric spires, each  

one 15µm wide and 12µm high approximately. They were microfabricated with a pitch of 30µm and an inner 

radius of 120µm. 

A DC current of 0.2A was applied in each spire of the Magnetic Trap to attract the Magnetic Particles.
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Magnetic Field

Magnetic Particles
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Chapter 1

1. Introduction

1.1 State of the Art

Nowadays, nanoparticles are one of the most commonly studied nanomaterials for nanomedicine. They can be 

designed to intervene directly as medicine,  for regenerating or treatment purposes  [1,3,4,7],  or  indirectly in 

carriers [2,3,4,7] and diagnosis/detection [3,7] methods.

These detection methods rely on the signal strenght provided by the particles, according to their type [7], and one 

of the main concerns related with this kind of detection is how to gather a signal (whether luminous, magnetic, 

thermal, radioactive, etc.) large enough to enable the sensor reading.

In  principle,  a  cluster  of  particles  will  emit  a  stronger  signal  than  a  single  particle  of  the  same  kind, 

independently of the signal type. This leads to a better reading of the sensor, regardless of how much accurate it 

is. So, in order to maximize the signal, a trap that could capture particles would be convenient. When using  

magnetic particles, entrapping them becomes possible with magnetic traps.

Most magnetic trap studies began in the late XX century.

In the early seventies, a theoretical study about the dynamics of a particle, attracted by a magnetized wire, was 

reported. Magnetic particle's  motion was studied for nonvanishing gravitational forces and a broad range of 

Stokes numbers, dimensionless numbers that corresponds to the behavior of particles in a fluid flow. The lower 

the number is, the more the particles will follow the flow. This study was done by simulating a current passing  

through a wire, creating a strong magnetic field and strong field gradients in its neighborhood. Which attract and  

capture  particles  from a  given  fluid,  flowing  around  the  wire.  Capture  distances  were  evaluated  for  three 

independent dimensionless parameters which measure the strenghts of the magnetic, viscous and gravitational 

forces [5].
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Since then, numerous aplications using this principle started to be thoroughly investigated, namely, biological 

applications.

In 2001, spiral electromagnets with semi-encapsulated permalloy are reported to be able to separate magnetic 

beads from a buffered solution [11]. Those Magnetic Traps were built with 12 turns, each spire measuring 50 µm 

wide and 25 µm high, and spaced by 30 µm from the others. The coil was microfabricated by electrodepositing 

Copper  on  top  of  a  glass  substract.  Coils  were  then  encapsulated  with  a  Ni-Fe  soft  core,  also  by 

electrodeposition. The other side of the glass substrate was used as the bottom surface of the microchannel. 

Microchannel was finished by etching a Si waffer and electrostatic bonding it to the rest of the sample  (see 

Figure 1). Magnetic attraction was performed on super-paramagnetic beads (Estapor carboxylate-modified super-

paramagnetic beads, Bang's Laboratories) using a current of 0.3A for 10 to 30 seconds.

Figure 1 – Device picture with microchannel stacked above the Magnetic Traps (left), and fabrication process 

schematics (right).

In  2002, a  successful  magnetic force based chaotic  micro-mixer for mixing magnetic  beads in bio-fluids is  

developed [6]. The introduction of microconductors embedded in the substract, in direct contact with the bottom 

part of the microchannel, enabled the mixing. By applying a current (up to 1A) on these microconductors, the 

magnetic particles were attracted and captured in certain regions. After turning off the current, the magnetic  

particles were released and followed the flow. Here, the concept of Magnetic Trap is also evident. It is used in 

this particular case to mix different substances as well. The objective was to label a specific biomolecule with  

magnetic particles, to enable their separation from the rest of the biofluid. When two different fluids are inserted 

in one microchannel in a laminar flow regime, where there is no turbulence nor complete mixing between both 

fluids, a better mixing maybe needed. The strategy of creating a chaotic motion with magnetic particles, when 

both attractive and repulsive forces are available due to the microconductors, along with the serpentine shaped 
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microchannel, led to an effective mixing.

In 2003, a long-range transport of magnetic microbeads is proposed [12] (Figure 2). It uses coils in a uniform 

magnetostatic  field  generated  by two permanent  magnets  (Figure  3).  This  field  is  generated  by permanent  

magnets to saturate bead's magnetic moment. Coils were fabricated using Printed Circuit Board technology. Each 

Copper winding has 100 µm wide, 35 µm high and is spaced 100 µm from the next ones (number of windings of 

fabricated coils ranged from 4 to 10). Distance between microchannel and Magnetic Traps is refered as 250 µm. 

Long  range  transport  in  a  microchannel  is  achieved  by  using  a  current  of  1A to  transport  Streptavidin  

MagneSphere Paramagnetic particles from Promega.

Figure 2 – Transport of magnetic beads by sequential 

actuation of the coils in a three-phase scheme (1, 2, 3). 

Input current is ±1A.

Figure  3  – (a)  Schematic  view  of  the  magnetic 

microbeads transport device. Two permanent magnets 

(3),  symmetrically  disposed  on  a  metallic  sheet  (4), 

generate a large and uniform magnetic field B0 at the 

position  of  the  microfluidic  capillary  (1),  thereby 

strongly enhancing the magnetization of the magnetic 

beads. The small time-dependent magnetic field of an 

array (2) of simple planar coils allow then transport of 

the beads in the capillary. (b) Layout of the array of 

planar  coils  (2)  with  partially  overlapping  coils 

arranged over two PCB layers.

A review  from  2005  [8]  states  that  magnetic  forces  are  being  utilized  in  a  wide  range  of  microfluidic  

applications.  Electromagnetic  properties  are explored and researches done on microfluidic pumps, magnetic 

mixing, magnetic entrapping and transport systems, sorting and separation devices, and NMR on microchips are 

shown. Magnetic particles are also refered as solid supports for bioassays, self-assembly, patterning. Here are  

also reported several ways to detect Magnetic Particles using giant magnetoresistive sensors [13,14,15], spin-

valve  sensors  [16,17],  superconducting  quantum  interference  devices  [18],  and  miniaturised  hall  sensors 

[19,20,21].
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A particular case of study [9], also from 2005, presents 2D simulation schemes for the movement and capture 

efficiencies of magnetic beads inside a microchannel (Figure 4), according to their parameters. It also provides 

the experimental results of magnetic separation using magnetic beads Dynal MyOne (1µm diameter), stating that 

the simulation results are with qualitative agreement with experimental data (Figure 5). Separation is done by the 

microfabricated electromagnets, each consisting of a Copper coil semi-encapsulated in a dielectric layer and a 

nickel soft magnetic yoke on top of that. This soft magnetic material has a high permeability and is used to 

confine and guide the magnetic field, such as the one used in [11], increasing the atraction force actuating on the 

magnetic particles. Coils were microfabricated with 12 turns. Its wire width is 60µm, its height 60µm, and the 

spacing  between  wires  is  20µm.  A current  of  0.36A was  used  to  attract  the  magnetic  particles  inside  the 

microchannel, at a distance of 200µm from the Magnetic Traps.

Figure  4  –  Calculation  of  the  trajectories  of  10000 

magnetic beads,  whose initial positions were equally 

spaced  across  the  left  entrance  of  the  microfluidic 

channel.  Each  cross  in  the  figure  corresponds  to  a 

point,  where a  magnetic  bead has  settled.  In  (b)  the 

settling points have been transformated in to a settling 

probability  density.  The  dark  parts  of  the  plot 

correspond  to  places  with  high  settling  probability 

density.

Figure 5 –  Micrograph of captured beads on top of 

one microelectromagnet. The dotted square marks the 

inner pole of the electromagnet and has a side lenght 

of  1mm. The magnetic  beads  are  seen as  the bright 

areas along the edge and close to the corners of the 

inner pole region of the electromagnets.

A review from 2012 presents  the  main  different  trap  geometries  up  to  date  (Figure  6)  to  produce  distinct 

magnetic  fields  and  field  gradients  [10].  This  review underlines  the  importance  of  Magnetic  Traps'  todays  

capability to perform tasks such as filterless bio-separation, inductive heat generation, detection of biological  

elements, DNA manipulation, and ion current blockage, and tomorrows potential to be further incorporated into  

micro total analysis systems. Not only will devices make use of the magnetic fields produced by the Magnetic 

Traps, but they also will be able to take advantage of their other features, such as convection, heat, and induced 

current.
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Figure 6 – Schematic of common Magnetic Traps: (a) 

bent-wire, (b) meander, (c) wire matrix, (d) single-coil, 

(e) spiral, (f) spiral-ferromagnetic pillar. 

1.2 Motivation

This thesis is done in the framework of the European project NANODEM [52, 53], where a Magnetic Trap is 

needed to capture biomolecules labeled with fluorescent and magnetic particles, for further detection. Apart from 

the  electronics,  the  chip  envisaged  by  this  project  should  be  composed  by  three  main  components:  a 

microchannel, placed on top of the device containing the magnetic traps, and a device with optical sensors on top 

of the microchannel (see scheme shown in Figure 7).

Detection done by these optical sensors forces the magnetic traps' structure to be hollow in the center, to prevent  

changes in reflectivity and other interferences to affect the signal. This device should also be small and compact,  

for comercial use, which requires Magnetic Traps to be small.

The final product was thought for medical purposes. People who have done a transplant, are heavily medicated 

within  the  next  48 to  72  hours  after  the  surgery.  Part  of  that  medication  is  resposable  for  disallowing the 

transplanted organ from being rejected by the body. If it is far bellow the ideal concentration, it will not have  

significant effect. Likewise, if it is far above the ideal concentration, it can cause undesirable side effects on the  

pacient. For this reason, a method that enables a constant surveillance on patient blood, measuring the antibody 

response to the administrated medicine concentration in a pratical way and in short periods of time (up to 15  

minutes), would be gladly welcomed by the medical society and all the patients in question. This is what the  

project aims for.
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Figure  7  –  NANODEM  device  and  operation 

schematics.  This  device  should  comprise  three 

components: Magnetic Traps (c); microchannel (b) and 

optical sensor (a). 

An empty microchannel (1) is pumped with the sample 

to be analyzed (2). Magnetic Traps are then activated 

to attract all Magnetic Particles in range and focus then 

under the optical  sensors.  Finally,  optical  sensors  do 

the optical read and give an output signal according to 

the reading results (4).

A Magnetic Trap that uses a DC current to generate a static Magnetic Field  capable of atracting the project's 

magnetic particles  (clusters  of  Cobalt  Turbobeads inside a Silicon shell,  see section 2.3.1),  at  a  distance of 

140µm (distance between microchannel used in the project and Magnetic Traps, given by the microchannel's lid 

thickness) are the current challenges here presented. The final device will be needed to attract these magnetic 

particles, with biomolecules and fluorescent particles attached to it.

1.3 Goals

This work requires Magnetic Traps with a spiral/coil shape, in order to fulfil the optical requirements.

According  to  the  state-of-art,  no  thorough  theoretical  and  complete  studies  on  dimensions,  geometry  and 

proprieties of Magnetic Traps with this shape were previously presented. These studies are required in order to 

maximize the attraction of Magnetic Particles to the target area and improve detection. They are also required to 

find  the  specifications  for  the  Magnetic  Traps'  minimum dimensions,  without  compromising  the  forces  of 

attraction.

Magnetic traps with these dimensions and function were done in this thesis for the first time They required a 

thorough and complete study, not only at theoretical level but also experimental. Studies here presented allowed  

a better insight and comprehension of the physics envolved and provided the best way to solve all the problems 

with the available resources.

This work:

• Contains an extensive theoretical study on how to entrap magnetic particles in a efficient and effective 
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way, using the proposed specifications;

• Contains  the  computer  3D simulator,  programmed  to  optimize  and  choose  the  best  magnetic  trap 

designs to microfabricate the device;

• Presents various experimental trials and improvements during the microfabrication of the magnetic trap 

device;

• Presents  a  fully  constructed  electroplating  setup,  designed,  built  and  optimized  to  do  copper 

electrodeposition for the microfabrication process;

• Presents relevant work of an optimum Magnetic Trap device for the NANODEM project;

• Provides the theoretical and simulation tools for later works using the geometry of these Magnetic  

Traps;

1.4 Thesis Structure

Theoretical approach to the problem, including computacional 3D modeling to the magnetic fields, energies, 

forces applied to the magnetic particles, their velocities and trajectories, is studied in Chapter 2. Here are also 

discussed the optimizations to have into account before designing both devices.

In Chapter 3 are described and explained the microfabrication techniques and the devices' processes involved in 

this work.

In Chapter 4, the electroplating technology required to fabricate the device is covered in detail. A new setup for 

the  electrodeposition  of  copper  was  assembled,  desingned  and  constructed.  Step  by  step  descriptions  and 

optimizations of this process are also included in this chapter. 

Chapter 5 presents the tests done to both fabricated magnetic traps and a discussion of the results.

Chapter 6 summarizes the conclusions of this work and further research directions are provided.
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Chapter 2

2. 3D-Modeling

To study the optimal  geometry of  spiral  shaped magnetic  traps  and to have a clear  insight  of  the physical  

parameters  behind  the  magnetic  attraction  of  these  traps,  a  3D  Modeling  was  programmed  in  Wolfram 

Mathematica 8.0.

This  chapter  covers  the  approximations  taken  into  account  for  this  modeling  (section  2.1),  the  theoretical 

formalism (section 2.2), magnetic particles simulated (section 2.3) and the simulation results (section 2.4).

2.1 Aproximations into Account

Before introducing the teoretical approach to the 3D modeling, two approximations are validated in this section.  

Having them into consideration is important because they allow a less heavier computation.

2.1.1 Magnetic Field Generated By a Wire

The first approximation concerns about the magnetic field generated by a wire when passing a current through it.  

It is important to know if a real wire, with length, width and thickness, can be approximated to a 1D wire, with 

length  alone.  This  possibility  allows  a  simplification  of  the  problem  and  a  lighter  computation  without  

significantly distorting the physical properties (Magnetic Field, Energy and Forces) actuating on the particle.

To do so, simulations from a current passing through a 1D wire (infinite length) and a 3D wire with real cross-

section dimensions (infinite lenght, 1.2μm height and 10μm width) were performed for two diferent scales:

• 20μm×20μm
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Figure  8  –  Magnetic  Field  norm  simulation  in 

Wolfram Mathematica 8.0, generated by a infinite 3D 

wire. The Magnetic Field values above each contour 

are represented in miliTesla. Wire cross-section view.

Figure  9  –  Magnetic  Field  norm  simulation  in 

Wolfram Mathematica 8.0, generated by a infinite 1D 

wire.  The Magnetic Field values above each contour 

are represented in miliTesla. Wire cross-section view.

• 200μm×200μm

Figure 10 – Previous graphics recalculated: 10×zoom out.

Left graphic corresponds to the 3D simulation and right graphic corresponds to the 1D simulation.

Biot-Savart Law [22] was used for the 1D simulation and integrated over the cross section area of the wire for 

the 3D simulation:
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B⃗( r⃗ )=
I.μ0

4 π
∫C

d⃗l× r⃗

∥⃗r∥
3 (1);

Where B⃗ is the magnetic field, I, the current passing through the wire (is assumed a constant current density), 

μ0 the vacuum magnetic permeability constant [23], d⃗l is the current unity vector and r⃗ the vector pointing 

from the referencial origin to a point in space. Integration is done along the wire with lenght C.

The Magnetic Field shape generated by a 1D wire is circular, as expected. However, the Magnetic Field shape  

nearby the 3D wire is different, presenting a stronger field in its edges.

From a larger scale it is clear that the Magnetic Field generated by the 1D wire and the 3D wire are almost  

indistinguishable from each other. 

Minimum distance experimentally used from spires to the bottom of the microchannel is 140μm. At this height,  

it is safe to approximate a 3D wire to 1D because the error is negligible.

2.1.2 Magnetic Field Generated by a Coil

The second approximation is related with the magnetic  trap's  shape.  Real magnetic  traps  need to  keep one 

electrical circuit with a current input and a current output, to keep the current flow when it is applied. The 

modeling is done by converting the real system designs (Figure 11 and Figure 12) into a similar set of concentric  

spires (Figure 13).

The schematics used in this work are presented bellow:

Figure 11 -  Schematic used for the 

MultiLayer magnetic trap device.

Figure 12 – Schematic used for the 

SingleLayer magnetic trap device.

Figure 13 – Modeled design.
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2.2 Theoretical Formalism

For the magnetic field created by a single spire, the following expression is used [24]:

(2);

Where:

• r is the distance from the origin of the spire (center of the spire) to the point's projection on xy plane;

• z is the point's height;

• μ0 is is the magnetic permeability in a classical vacuum [23];

• I is the current flowing through the wire;

• k is a function, defined as:

k=√ 4 R r
(r+R)

2
+(z−h)

2 (3);

• K is a function, defined as:

K (k )=∫
0

π
2

[ ∂α

√1−k 2 sin2
α ] (4);

• E is a function, defined as:

E (k )=∫
0

π
2

√1−k 2sin2
α ∂α (5);

• R is the spire radius;

• h is the height of the spire.

The spire is centered on the z axis, its plane is parallel to the xy plane and h gives the distance between both  

planes (its height from z=0).

The resulting magnetic field is a two-dimensional vector whose first component corresponds to the magnetic  

field radial component,  ρ, on the (cartesian) xy plane, and the second to the z component, both in cylindrical 

coordinates.  Due to  the symmetry of  this  system, the resulting vector  field,  independent of  θ,  spans spire's 

Magnetic Field in R3.

Besides the predefined parameters of the magnetic traps, there are two options avaliable to maximize the strenght 
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of entraping magnetic particles:

• Use an external magnetic field to saturate the magnetic particles moment, increasing their attraction 

(Section 2.2.1);

• Fabricate  magnetic  traps  with  a  soft-core  in  the  center  to  magnify  the  generated  magnetic  field,  

increasing magnetic particles' attraction as well (Section 2.2.2).

For both modelings, the trajectory of a magnetic particle is simulated by:

1. Calculating the Magnetic Moment vector of the particle to simulate;

2. Calculating the total Energy of the simulated system;

3. Calculating the Magnetic Force vector;

4. Finding the Bead Velocity vector in function of its current position;

5. Solving the differential equation to find where the magnetic particle will be after a short period of time,  

and tracking it by repeating the procedure during the pretended time.

Wolfram Mathematica 8.0 Source Codes for each modeling can be seen in Appendix C. 

2.2.1 Saturated Particles Modeling

For the saturated particles modeling, an external magnetic field is added to the magnetic field generated by the  

coil itself. The external magnetic field is generated by a cylindrical shape magnet, with its center placed beneath  

the magnetic trap:

Figure 14 – Cylindrical Magnet Illustration. Cartesian coordinates (left side) and Cylindrical coordinates (right 

side).
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To calculate the magnetic field in a point outside the magnet, the “magnetic charges” are integrated over the top 

and bottom surfaces of the magnet, with a magnetic density σM .

This external Magnetic Field can be extracted from the scalar potential ΦM [22]:

H⃗ =−∇ΦM (6);

From the definition of a static Magnetic Field:

∇ . B⃗=μ0 ∇ .(H⃗ +M⃗ )=0 (7);

It becomes a magnetostatic Poisson equation:

∇
2
ΦM=−(−∇ . M⃗ ) (8);

Treating the  Magnetization M⃗ as  if  it  belongs  to  a  permanent  magnet  with  a  volume V and surface  S, 

application of the divergence theorem to −∇ . M⃗ in a Gaussian pillbox straddling the surface shows that 

there is a effective magnetic surface-charge: 

σM=n⃗ . M⃗ (9);

Where n⃗ is the outwardly directed normal. The potencial is then given by:

ΦM=
−1
4π

∫V

∇ . M⃗
∥p⃗− r⃗∥

∂V +
1

4π
∮S

n⃗ .M⃗
∥ p⃗− r⃗∥

∂ S (10);

Assuming an uniform Magnetization throughout the volume V, the first term vanishes. From the three surfaces of  

the magnet (lateral, top and bottom), only the last two contribute to the scalar potential, since the dot product of 

the first is nil (Figure 14):

ΦM=
1

4π
∮top S

−σM

∥p⃗− r⃗∥
∂ S+

1
4π

∮bot S

σM

∥ p⃗− r⃗∥
∂ S (11);

Here, vectors from “magnetic charges” to the point, d⃗ , are given by the difference between the vector that 

goes from the origin to that point, p⃗ , and the vector pointing from the origin to the “magnetic charges”, 

r⃗ (Figure 14). 

Using cylindrical coordinates to integrate, it yields:
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ΦM=
1

4π
∮top S

ρ(−σM )

∥p⃗−{ρ cos [θ ] ,ρsin [θ ] , z1}∥
∂ S

+1
4π

∮bot S

ρσM

∥ p⃗−{ρcos [θ] ,ρ sin[θ] , z2}∥
∂ S

(12);

The scalar potencial is integrated in ρ , from 0 to the cylinder radius, and in θ , from 0 to 2π. One surface 

is at a height z1 and the other at z2. The jacobian, ρ, is added due to the change of coordinates in the integration 

(cartesian coordinates to cylindrical coordinates) [25].

Once the scalar potencial is known, the external Magnetic Field generated by this permanent magnet can be 

calculated:

⃗Bexternal=−μ0(∇ ΦM ) (13);

The total Magnetic Energy of the system is then given by [22]:

Emagnetic=− ⃗mbead . ⃗Btotal (14);

Where the total magnetic field results from the sum between the ⃗Bexternal and the magnetic field generated by 

the coil, B⃗coil , which is the sum of the magnetic field from all the concentric spires. ⃗mbead is the magnetic 

moment of the particle.

To calculate the magnetic moment of a particle, is used the following expression [22]:

⃗mbead= ⃗M bead .V bead
(15);

Where ⃗M bead is the magnetization according to the bead's material and V bead is the bead volume, given 

by V bead=
4 π

3
Rbead

3
.  Note that in this case the total Magnetic field is assumed to be strong enough to 

saturate the bead magnetization due to the permanent magnet, and therefore, a m⃗ sat value is used. A more 

accurate definition can be used to describe the bead's magnetic moment though (see eq. 31).

The bead magnetization points in the same direction as the total Magnetic Field.

Magnetic Force

Now that the magnetic energy is known in every point of the space, the Magnetic Force can be calculated [22]:

⃗F magnetic=−∇ Emagnetic
(16);
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Where  ⃗F magnetic  is the  Magnetic Force vector in function of the magnetic particle position in Cartesian 

coordinates:{x,y,z}, and ∇={ ∂
∂ x

, ∂
∂ y

, ∂
∂ z

} .

Bead Velocity

The magnetic particle velocity in a fluid is taken from the Stokes Force equation [26]:

⃗F drag=6π Rbead μ( ⃗v fluid− ⃗vbead) (17);

Where:

• Rbead is the particle radius;

• μ is the fluid viscosity, assumed in the simulations as 0.001 Pa.s ;

• ⃗v fluid is  the  fluid  velocity  vector  which  is  flowing  through  the  microchannel,  in  the  form 

⃗v fluid={v fluid x component , v fluid y component , v fluid z component} ;

• ⃗vbead is  the  magnetic  particle  velocity  vector,  in  the  form 

⃗vbead={vbead x component , vbead y component , vbead z component} .

Assuming that all the magnetic particles have reached a constant velocity inside the channel and are not further  

accelerated, according to Newton's second law of motion [27], the resultant force given by:

F⃗ r=mbead . ⃗abead
(18);

is equal to zero. Here, mdrag corresponds to the magnetic particle mass and ⃗abead to the magnetic particle 

acceleration vector.

The resultant  force  can  also  be defined  by the  sum of  all  its  components.  Neglecting all  but  its  strongest  

components, ⃗F drag and ⃗F magnetic , it yields:

⃗F drag+ ⃗F magnetic=0 (19);

Replacing ⃗F drag by eq. (14) and rearranging this equation in order to ⃗vbead , the magnetic particle velocity 

is obtained:

⃗vbead=
⃗F magnetic

6π Rbead μ
+ ⃗v fluid (20);
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Solving the Differential Equation

Knowing the magnetic particle velocity in every point in space allows a ordinary differential equation solver to  

be used in order to track it. Euler Method is here introduced to simulate the trajectory of a virtual magnetic  

particle [28].

The Euler Method is a first-order numerical procedure for solving ordinary differential equations (ODEs) with a 

given initial value. In this case, the magnetic particle will be tracked by knowing its velocity in every point in  

space.

First, an initial position is given to the particle inside the microchannel (for n=0):

x0 bead=(x0 bead x component , x0 bead y component , x0 bead z component) (21);

Then, an iterative process can be established by defining that:

xn+1bead= xnbead+
∂ xnbead

∂ t
.Δ t (22);

Where:

• xn bead is the particle position in a given moment;

• xn+1 bead is the particle position after a certain time, defined as Δ t ;

• Δ t is the period of time in which the velocity at the current particle's location is applied. Here the  

precision factor is controled: the more precise the track is, the shorter the Δ t will be;

•
∂ xnbead

∂ t
is the particle velocity at its current position,

∂ xn bead

∂ t
= ⃗vbead .

2.2.2 Modeling with a Soft Magnetic Core

Magnetic Energy

To calculate the total Energy from the system (coil and soft-core magnet), the Magnetic Field strengh H⃗ coil , 

must be extracted first. It can be obtained from the Magnetic Field,  B⃗coil , using the following expression 

[22]:

B⃗=μ(M⃗ +H⃗ ) (23);

Where μ is the magnetic permeability. Since there is no Magnetization M⃗ coil , the expression for the coil can 

be simplified:
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B⃗coil=μ H⃗ coil
(24);

which is equivalent to:

H⃗ coil=
B⃗coil
μ

(25);

The magnetic permeability is given by [22]:

μ=μ0μr (26);

Without the soft-core magnet, μr=1 and μ=μ0 , which means:

H⃗ coil=
B⃗coil
μ0

(27);

With μ0 being the vacuum permeability [23].

The soft-core, here assumed as a small electromagnet at the center of the Magnetic Trap, can now be computed.  

Assuming that the soft magnetic material is Nickel, and thus, almost hysteresis-free, the approximate empirical  

Frӧhlich–Kennelly relation [29], for its Magnetization can be used:

M⃗ ( ⃗H coil )=
M s

C
∣H⃗ coil∣

+1
⃗e H coil (28);

Where M s is the saturated magnetization of the soft core material ( M s =564000 A/m for nickel) and C is 

an experimentally determined parameter for that same material (C = 13500 A/m, for Nickel) [9]. ⃗e H coil
is the 

unity vector, pointing in the same direction as H⃗ coil .

When  applying  a  constant  current  to  the  Magnetic  Trap,  the  generated  Magnetic  Field  strengh  creates  a 

Magnetization in the soft magnet. That soft magnet can then be treated as a permanent magnet as long as the 

Magnetic Trap generates a constant Magnetic Field strengh. Following the same procedure as in Section 2.2.1 

(eq. 6-13), Magnetic Field can be calculated.

The total Magnetic Energy of the system is then given by:

Emagnetic=− ⃗mbead . ⃗Btotal (30);

Where the total Magnetic Field is equal to the sum of Soft-core and Magnetic Trap Magnetic Fields. This sum 

does not ensure the magnetic particles' saturation over a large volume inside the microchannel.
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To mimic magnetic particles' behavior under different magnetic field magnitudes, magnetic moment needs to be  

expressed as a function of the Magnetic Field according to its value in space. This simulation is done by fitting 

the magnetic moment experimental measurements to Langevin functions [30], with the form:

mbead (∥ ⃗Btotal∥)=msat .(coth [C.∥ ⃗Btotal∥]− 1
C.∥ ⃗Btotal∥

) (31);

Parameter C is extracted by fitting this expression to the experimental data.

The particle magnetic moment ⃗mbead  is induced by ⃗Btotal , thus having the same direction.

The remaining steps: Magnetic Force; Bead Velocity and Solving the Differential Equation, follow the same 

logic indicated in the previous section (section 2.2.1).

2.3 Magnetic Particles

In  this  section  are  presented  the  magnetic  particles  used  for  attraction  (both  for  simulations  and/or  

experimentally). In this work were used:

• Magnetic  Particles  “TurboBeads”  [31]  with  an  average  size  of  30  nm  (diameter),  supplied  by 

Universidad Complutense Madrid;

• Clusters of Magnetic Particles “TurboBeads” [31] inside a Silica shell, with an average size of 300-400 

nm (diameter), also supplied by Universidad Complutense Madrid;

• Magnetic Particles “DynaBeads MyOne Streptavidin”, with an average size of 1µm (diameter) [32].

2.3.1 TurboBeads

Turbobeads are the magnetic particles intended to be used in the NANODEM project (the ones with a Silicon  

shell). Their magnetic material is Co. Without Silica shells, Turbobeads density given by the supplier is 5×10 13 

beads/mL. Magnetic moment was measured for both of them (see Figure 15 and Figure 16) in the DMS 880 

VSM (see Appendix D).

A volume of 20 µL with Turbobeads without the Silica shell contains around 1×1012 beads and presents a msat 

magnitude of approximately 1.5×10-4 A.m2 . This means that each Turbobead contributes with a ms of 1.55×10-16 

A.m2 .
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The density of Turbobeads covered by Silica shell is not given by the supplier, thus their individual magnetic 

moment contribution can not be estimated, preventing them from being simulated.

Figure 15 -  Turbobeads. Magnetic moment measured 

in DMS 880 VSM. Measured Volume: 20 µL.

Figure 16 -  Turbobeads with Silica shell.  Magnetic 

moment  measured  in  DMS  880  VSM.  Measured 

Volume: 20 µL.

2.3.2 DynaBeads MyOne Streptavidin

The other beads tested in this work were the DynaBeads MyOne Streptavidin. Their magnetic material is ferrite  

and the magnetic beads density is approximately 7×109 to 1×1010 beads/mL [32].

Their magnetic moment was also measured in the DMS 880 VSM:

Figure 17 -   DynaBeads  MyOne 

Streptavidin.  Magnetic  moment 

measured in DMS 880 VSM. Measured 

Volume: 30 µL.

Blue  dots  correspond  to  low  field 

measurements and red dots to high field 

measurements.

A volume of 30 µL with DynaBeads MyOne Streptavidin contains around 2.6×108 beads and presents a ms 

magnitude of approximately 1×10-5 A.m2 . This means that each DynaBead MyOne Streptavidin contributes with 
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a ms of 3.9×10-14 A.m2 .

2.4 Simulation Results

The 3D Modeling in Wolfram Mathematica 8.0, was developed in this work to compute the best parameters for 

Magnetic Traps (Figure 52) in order to maximize their attraction, given the restrictions of their shape (concentric 

spires) and distance between the plane where they are contained to the bottom surface of the microchannel,  

140µm, which corresponds to the microfluidic channel lid thickness.

The best method to attract magnetic particles was chosen in first place. To choose it, the attraction of a Magnetic 

Trap with a Soft Magnetic Core and a Magnetic Trap with an External Saturated Field were simulated. 

Section 2.4.1 and 2.4.2 present the simulation results. Both were computed using the following parameters:

Inner Radius [µm]

Spacement 

Between Spires 

[µm]

Distance to the 

Microchannel [µm]
Current [A]

Number of 

concentric Spires

100 20 100 0.1 10

Table 1 – Parameters used for Magnetic Trap simulations with Soft Core and Saturated Magnetic Field.

For the Permanent Magnet [54], and Soft-core effect were used the following parameters:

Magnet Radius [m] Magnet Thickness [m] Magnet Magnetization 
[A/m]

Permanent Magnet 2×10-2 3×10-3 10.5×105 

Soft Magnet 90×10-6 2×10-6 eq. 28

Table 2 - Magnet parameters for both enhancements.

The Magnetic Field generated by the magnet, with σ = 1050KA/m, can be seen in Figure 18 and Figure 19, and 

the Magnetic Field generated by the Magnetic Trap (without Soft-Core or a permanent magnet) can be seen in  

Figure 20 and Figure 21.

The following sections (2.4.1 and 2.4.2) show the Magnetic Particles' simulation results for the two types, using 

an external Saturation Field and a Magnetic Soft  Core.  These results include all Magnetic Fields, Energies, 

Forces and Velocities components computed inside the channel, as well as the 3D trajectories of the Magnetic 

Particles.
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Section 2.4.3 presents the optimizations done to the Magnetic  Traps'  parameters to maximize the generated  

attraction forces.

In section 2.4.4 are shown the Magnetic Trap designs used in this work, according to the previous optimizations.

Finally, in section 2.4.5 the developed program is validated by simulating and comparing other works' resuls.

Figure 18 – Magnetic Field: radial component (left) and z component (right), generated by the permanent  

magnet. The magnet is represented by the black stripe at the bottom. Red function: z = 240μm;  Blue function:  

z = 140μm. Cylindrical coordinates.

Figure 19 – Magnetic Field: radial component (left) and z component (right), generated by the soft magnet.  

The magnet is represented by the black stripe at the bottom. Red function: z = 240μm;  Blue function: z =  

140μm. Cylindrical coordinates. Magnetic Traps with the parameters defined in Table 1 apply a Magnetic Field  

strenght ranging from 2.92KA/m (in the center of the soft magnetic core) to 5.26KA/m (at its edges).
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Figure 20 –  Magnetic  Field  (radial  component) 

generated  by  the  Magnetic  Trap  alone.  The  trap  is 

represented  by  the  black  stripe  at  the  bottom.  Red 

function:  z  =  240μm;   Blue  function:  z  =  140μm. 

Cylindrical coordinates.

Figure 21 – Magnetic Field (z component) generated 

by the Magnetic Trap alone. The trap is represented by 

the  black  stripe  at  the  bottom.  Red  function:  z  = 

240μm;   Blue  function:  z  =  140μm.  Cylindrical 

coordinates.

2.4.1 DynaBead MyOne

For DynaBead MyOne, the following magnetic particle parameters were also included in the simulations:

Magnetic Particle Diameter Magnetic Moment [A.m2 ]

DynaBeads MyOne 1µm 3.9×10-14 

Table 3 – Magnetic Particle Parameters simulated – DynaBead MyOne.

The magnetic moment for a single particle is derivated from the data in section 2.3.1:

Figure 22 –  Magnetic  moment  of  a  single  particle 

DynaBead  MyOne,  as  a  funtion  of  the  applied 

Magnetic Field.

The  fit  to  a  Langevin  function, eq.  (25),  is  also 

presented  (blue  funtion),  with  the  following 

parameters:

• msat = 3.9×10-14 A.m2 ;

• C =  9.75×101 T -1.
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Magnetic Field

Figure 23 – Magnetic Field generated by the trap with 

Saturated  Field  (radial  component  in  the  xy plane). 

Red function: z = 240μm;  Blue function: z = 140μm.

The Magnetic Trap is represented by the black stripe at 

the bottom. Cylindrical coordinates.

Figure 24 – Magnetic Field generated by the trap with 

Soft  Core  (radial  component  in  the  xy  plane).  Red 

function: z = 240μm;  Blue function: z = 140μm.

The Magnetic Trap is represented by the black stripe at 

the bottom. Cylindrical coordinates.

Figure 25 – Magnetic Field generated by the trap with 

Saturated  Field  (z  component).  Red  function:  z  = 

240μm;  Blue function: z = 140μm.

The Magnetic Trap is represented by the black stripe at 

the bottom. Cylindrical coordinates.

Figure 26 – Magnetic Field generated by the trap with 

Soft  Core (z component).  Red function: z = 240μm; 

Blue function: z = 140μm.

The Magnetic Trap is represented by the black stripe at 

the bottom. Cylindrical coordinates.
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Magnetic Energy

Figure  27 –  Magnetic  Energy  (with  Saturated 

Magnetic  Field).  Red  function:  z  =  240μm;   Blue 

function: z = 140μm.

The Magnetic Trap is represented by the black stripe at 

the bottom. Cylindrical coordinates.

Figure 28 – Magnetic Energy (with Soft Core). Red 

function: z = 240μm;  Blue function: z = 140μm.

The Magnetic Trap is represented by the black stripe at 

the bottom. Cylindrical coordinates.

Magnetic Force

Figure 29 - Magnetic Force (with Saturated Magnetic 

Field). Red function: z = 240μm;  Blue function: z = 

140μm.

It  shows  the  magnetic  force  for  the  x  component. 

Cartesian coordinates, y = 0.

The Magnetic Trap is represented by the black stripe at 

the bottom.

Figure  30  -  Magnetic  Force  (with  Soft  Core).  Red 

function: z = 240μm;  Blue function: z = 140μm.

It  shows  the  magnetic  force  for  the  x  component. 

Cartesian coordinates, y = 0.

The Magnetic Trap is represented by the black stripe at 

the bottom.
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Figure 31 - Magnetic Force (with Saturated Magnetic 

Field). Red function: z = 240μm;  Blue function: z = 

140μm.

It shows the magnetic force, z component.  Cartesian 

coordinates, y = 0.

The Magnetic Trap is represented by the black stripe at 

the bottom.

Figure  32 -  Magnetic  Force  (with  Soft  Core).  Red 

function: z = 240μm;  Blue function: z = 140μm.

It  shows the magnetic force, z component. Cartesian 

coordinates, y = 0.

The Magnetic Trap is represented by the black stripe at 

the bottom.

Bead Velocity

Figure 33 – Bead Velocity (with Saturated Magnetic 

Field). Red function: z = 240μm;  Blue function: z = 

140μm.

It  shows  the  bead  velocity  for  the  x  component. 

Cartesian coordinates, y = 0.

The Magnetic Trap is represented by the black stripe at 

the bottom.

Figure  34 –  Bead  Velocity  (with  Soft  Core).  Red 

function: z = 240μm;  Blue function: z = 140μm.

It  shows  the  bead  velocity  for  the  x  component. 

Cartesian coordinates, y = 0.

The Magnetic Trap is represented by the black stripe at 

the bottom.
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Figure 35  – Bead Velocity (with Saturated Magnetic 

Field). Red function: z = 240μm;  Blue function: z = 

140μm.

It  shows the bead velocity,  z component.   Cartesian 

coordinates, y = 0.

The Magnetic Trap is represented by the black stripe at 

the bottom.

Figure  36 –  Bead  Velocity  (with  Soft  Core).  Red 

function: z = 240μm;  Blue function: z = 140μm.

It  shows the bead  velocity,  z  component.   Cartesian 

coordinates, y = 0.

The Magnetic Trap is represented by the black stripe at 

the bottom.

Simulations

Figure 37 – Magnetic Trap Simulation with Saturated Magnetic Field. Elapsed time: 4 minutes.

Particles are randomly positioned around the trap, at the top of the microchannel (z =240 μm). Their flow rate 

was considered nil. Two particles were attracted by the Magnetic Trap.
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Figure 38 – Magnetic Trap Simulation with Soft Core. Elapsed time: 10 minutes.

Particles are randomly positioned around the trap, at the top of the microchannel (z =240 μm). Their flow rate 

was considered nil. One of the six particles was attracted to the Soft-core border and four to the outher radius of  

the Magnetic Trap.

2.4.2 Turbobead

For the Turbobead, the following magnetic particle parameters were also included in the simulations:

Magnetic Particle Diameter Magnetic Moment [A.m2 ]

Turbobeads 30 nm 1.55×10-16 

Table 4 – Magnetic Particle Parameters simulated - Turbobead.

The magnetic moment for a single particle can be derivated from the data in section 2.3.1:
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Figure  39 –  Magnetic  moment  of  a  single  particle 

DynaBead  MyOne,  as  a  funtion  of  the  applied 

Magnetic Field.

The  fit  to  a  Langevin  function, eq.  (25),  is  also 

presented  (blue  funtion),  with  the  following 

parameters:

• msat = 1.55×10-16 A.m2 ;

• C =  1.75×101 T -1;

Magnetic Field

Magnetic Field components for Magnetic Traps without and with Soft-Core are equal to the previously presented 

for DynaBeads MyOne.

Magnetic Energy

Figure  40 –  Magnetic  Energy  (with  Saturated 

Magnetic  Field).  Red  function:  z  =  240μm;   Blue 

function: z = 140μm.

The Magnetic Trap is represented by the black stripe at 

the bottom. Cylindrical coordinates.

Figure 41 – Magnetic Energy (with Soft Core). Red 

function: z = 240μm;  Blue function: z = 140μm.

The Magnetic Trap is represented by the black stripe at 

the bottom. Cylindrical coordinates.
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Magnetic Force

Figure  42 -  Magnetic  Trap  Force  (with  Saturated 

Magnetic  Field).  Red  function:  z  =  240μm;   Blue 

function: z = 140μm.

It  shows  the  magnetic  force  for  the  x  component. 

Cartesian coordinates, y = 0.

The Magnetic Trap is represented by the black stripe at 

the bottom.

Figure 43 -  Magnetic  Trap  Force  (with  Soft  Core). 

Red function: z = 240μm;  Blue function: z = 140μm.

It  shows  the  magnetic  force  for  the  x  component. 

Cartesian coordinates, y = 0.

The Magnetic Trap is represented by the black stripe at 

the bottom.

Figure  44 -  Magnetic  Trap  Force  (with  Saturated 

Magnetic  Field).  Red  function:  z  =  240μm;   Blue 

function: z = 140μm.

It  shows the magnetic force,  z component. Cartesian 

coordinates, y = 0.

The Magnetic Trap is represented by the black stripe at 

the bottom.

Figure 45 -  Magnetic  Trap  Force  (with  Soft  Core). 

Red function: z = 240μm;  Blue function: z = 140μm.

It  shows the magnetic force, z component. Cartesian 

coordinates, y = 0.

The Magnetic Trap is represented by the black stripe at 

the bottom.
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Bead Velocity

Figure 46 – Bead Velocity (with Saturated Magnetic 

Field). Red function: z = 240μm;  Blue function: z = 

140μm.

It  shows  the  bead  velocity  for  the  x  component. 

Cartesian coordinates, y = 0.

The Magnetic Trap is represented by the black stripe at 

the bottom.

Figure  47 –  Bead  Velocity  (with  Soft  Core).  Red 

function: z = 240μm;  Blue function: z = 140μm.

It  shows  the  bead  velocity  for  the  x  component. 

Cartesian coordinates, y = 0.

The Magnetic Trap is represented by the black stripe at 

the bottom.

Figure 48 – Bead Velocity (with Saturated Magnetic 

Field). Red function: z = 240μm;  Blue function: z = 

140μm.  It  shows  the  bead  velocity  ,  z  component. 

Cartesian coordinates, y = 0.

The Magnetic Trap is represented by the black stripe at 

the bottom.

Figure  49 –  Bead  Velocity  (with  Soft  Core).  Red 

function: z = 240μm;  Blue function: z = 140μm.

It  shows  the  bead  velocity,  z  component.  Cartesian 

coordinates, y = 0.

The Magnetic Trap is represented by the black stripe at 

the bottom.
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Simulations

Figure 50 – Magnetic Trap Simulation with Saturated Magnetic Field. Elapsed time: 4 minutes.

Particles are randomly positioned around the trap, at the top of the microchannel (z =240 μm). Their flow rate 

was considered nil. Two particles were attracted by the Magnetic Trap.

Figure 51 – Magnetic Trap Simulation with Soft Core. Elapsed time: 10 minutes.

Particles are randomly positioned around the trap, at the top of the microchannel (z =240 μm). Their flow rate 

was considered nil. One of the six particles was attracted to the Soft-core border and one to the outher radius of  

the Magnetic Trap.
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A comparison between both simulations here done shows that Magnetic Traps with a Permanent Magnet apply a 

stronger and wider force field to  the Magnetic  Particles  than Magnetic  Traps with a  Soft-core.  Despite  the 

existence of forces arising from the permanent magnet that push Magnetic Particles towards its edges, those 

forces can be neglected near the traps, where their field predominates. Besides that, the two minimum Energy 

regions of simulated Magnetic Traps with Soft-core (one near Soft Magnet borders and other near Magnetic Trap  

outher radius) will attract Magnetic Particles for different places,  failing to focus Magnetic Particles in one  

region.

In addition, Magnetic Traps enhanced with an External Saturation Field require less resources to be fabricated 

and present a lower topography in their center, because they lack a Soft-core, and this factor might be important 

when detecting the particles optically.

For these reasons, Magnetic Traps with a Saturated Field were chosen to proceed with this investigation.

Despite this choice, more tests with Magnetic Traps including a Soft-Core are also suggested (see Section 6.2).  

Soft-core potential can be exploited by taking advantage of other geometries and higher levels of Magnetization 

(either by applying higher currents or using other soft magnetic cores).

Silica shell  with Turbobeads were not  simulated due to their  uncertain volume and total  number of  Cobalt  

Turbobeads inside. However, the attrition force that opposes its movement in a fluid is proportional to its cross  

section, while the attraction force imposed by the system is propotional to its  volume, which is filled with  

magnetic  particles  and thus,  making them much easier  to  attract  than single Cobalt  Turbobeads.  Regarding 

Magnetic Traps with a Permanent Magnet, the few minutes they take to attract single cobalt Turbobeads will be  

shortened  when  attracting  clusters  in  a  Si-shell.  These  results  theoretically  suggested  were  experimentally 

confirmed (see Section 5.2.3).

2.4.3  Design Optimizations

This section shows the optimizations done to the Magnetic Trap itself. For this purpose, a set of parameters were  

calibrated by modeling them and find the ones that maximize the generated Magnetic Field while passing a 

current  through  the  Magnetic  Trap.  These  optimizations  are  related  to  the  Magnetic  Traps.  The  following 

simulations do not include either Soft Core or External Magnetic Field enhancements. The set of parameters here 

optimized are: Inner Radius of the Magnetic Trap; spacement between each spire (pitch); and distance between  

the Microchannel and the Magnetic Trap.
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Figure 52 – Schematic of the magnetic trap with a microchannel on top of it, done in Wolfram Mathematica8.0.

Radius and Distance versus Magnetic Field

First  optimization  comprises  the  relations  between  Magnetic  Trap  Radius,  Magnetic  Trap  distance  to 

microchannel and Magnetic Field magnitude.

Referencial's  origin  is  located  in  the  center  of  the  Magnetic  Trap.  Here,  along the  z  axis,  Magnetic  Field  

magnitude is always equal to its z component (absolute value) due to the symmetry of the system. For x and y 

equal to 0, the sum of all Magnetic Field radial components is nil.

The following results were obtained by simulating the magnetic field generated by a Magnetic Trap, for different  

radius, and calculating the magnetic field at the center, for diferent distances along the z-axis. Extracted data was 

then modulated (Figure 53).

The Magnetic Trap was simulated with a current of 1A and composed by 1 spire.

Figure 53 – Magnetic Field as a function of the Magnetic Trap Radius and its distance to the Microchannel. 

Interpolation Function calculated in Wolfram Mathematica 8.0.
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By looking at Figure 53, the existence of an optimal radius that maximizes the Magnetic Field, according to the 

distance, is clear. The maximum magnetic field generated increases by lowering both distance and radius. In this  

work, the minimum distance is limited to 140µm due to the cover lid thickness of the microchannel. For that  

distance, a maximum magnetic field magnitude of 1.73mT is achieved for a radius of approximately 197.5µm.  

Magnetic Traps with higher or lower radius will have their maximum magnetic field decreased for that distance.  

As a result, the magnetic gradient will also be lower, and attraction will be decreased. 

Note that this statement holds true because the distance between Magnetic Trap and microchannel is forced to be  

140µm, and for that distance there is enough information (Figure 20, Figure 21 and Figure 53) to know that the 

Magnetic Field magnitude on the bottom surface of the microchannel (z=140µm) has only a maximum (x=y=0) 

for a Radius range of this magnitude, and when a point on this surface moves away from the origin, Magnetic  

Field tends to 0. These two factors ensure the maximization of the Magnetic Field gradient. Since the Magnetic 

Particles are oriented in the same direction as the Magnetic Field, the Energy gradient is maximized and so is the 

attraction.

The statement wears off if the attraction is too close to the contacts (z near 0), or if the Magnetic Trap Radius is  

too large,  forcing the Magnetic Field magnitude in the center  to drop to 0 and reaching a point  where the  

Magnetic Field will be eventually greater in the area on top of the contacts than in its center.

Radius and Pitch versus Magnetic Field

To  complement  the  first  optimization  results  and  calibrate  the  three  parameters,  this  second  optimization 

comprises the relations between the Magnetic Trap Radius, Magnetic Trap Pitch and Magnetic field magnitude.  

Data was obtained following the same procedure as the first optimization.

Figure 54 – Magnetic Field as a function of the Magnetic Trap Radius and Magnetic Trap Pitch. Interpolation  

Function calculated in Wolfram Mathematica 8.0.
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The results illustrated in Figure  54 were obtained by simulating the Magnetic Field generated by a Magnetic 

Trap, for different radius and pitches, and calculating the Magnetic Field at the center, for a distance of 140µm  

between Magnetic Trap and Microchannel.

The Magnetic Trap was simulated with a current of 0.1A and composed by 10 spires.

Considering the Magnetic Trap with a pitch of 20µm, it  reaches the maximum magnetic field magnitude of  

1.64mT for an Inner Radius of 138.2µm, and consequently, an outher radius of 318.2µm. From the previous 

optimization results, it was seen that for a Magnetic Trap of 1 spire with 1A, equivalent to a 10 spires Magnetic 

Trap with 0µm pitch, and at the same distance from the microchannel, a maximum magnetic field magnitude of  

1.73mT is reached for a radius of approximately 197.5µm. From  Figure  54, it  can also be seen that for the 

138.2µm Inner Radius, the higher the pitch is, the lower the maximum magnetic field magnitude will be. These  

results allow one to conclude that Magnetic Traps with a lower pitch are more efficient, because the magnetic 

field generated while passing a current through them is less dispersed in space.

Maintaining the 20µm pitch, a decrease or increase in the 138.2µm Inner Radius also leads to a decrease of the  

maximum magnetic field. These results are also in agreement with those stated in the first optimization.

Magnetic Field (radial component) versus Pitch

Magnetic Field changes were also analized outside the Magnetic Trap center by varying the wire density of the  

Magnetic Trap:

Figure  55  – Magnetic  Field  generated  by  the  trap 

(radial component in the xy plane). Red function: z = 

240μm;  Blue function: z = 140μm.

The Magnetic Trap is represented by the black stripe at 

the bottom. Cylindrical coordinates.

Figure 56 - Magnetic Field generated by the trap (z 

component). Red function: z = 240μm;  Blue function: 

z = 140μm.

The Magnetic Trap is represented by the black stripe at 

the bottom. Cylindrical coordinates.
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Figure 57 - Magnetic Field magnitude generated by 

the trap. Red function: z = 240μm;  Blue function: z = 

140μm.

The Magnetic Trap is represented by the black stripe at 

the bottom. Cylindrical coordinates.

Magnetic Trap's parameters are the same as those in section 2.4, except the pitch and number of spires. Blue 

functions represent the Magnetic Field components of a Magnetic Trap with 5 spires and a pitch of 10μm, red 

functions represent the Magnetic Field components of a Magnetic Trap with 3 spires and a pitch of 20μm, and 

gold functions represent the Magnetic Field components of a Magnetic Trap with 2 spires and a pitch of 40μm. 

An increasing of wire density increases the Magnetic Field components generated by the Magnetic Trap. This is 

favorable to the magnetic attraction. 

To conclude, for a distance of 140µm between Magnetic Trap and Microchannel, and when using the MultiLayer 

process, the Magnetic Trap should have its stronger magnetic field atraction at the bottom of the Microchannel 

for an Inner Radius of 138.2µm and a pitch of 20µm. For the thicker electroplated contacts of the SingleLayer  

devices, these values had to be recalculated for a pitch of 30µm, the minimum pitch possible according to the 

DWL Lithography System resolution limit when using photoresist ma-P1275 for coating thicknesses from 7.5µm 

to 10µm (see Section 5.2.3), giving an optimal inner radius of 120µm.

Magnetic Trap's height must have a dimension close to the wires width, to mimic a cylindrical wire. A lower  

pitch and a lower inner radius  can be used for  the multilayer  device,  which is patterned with the standard 

photoresist.

Coil's number of turns was set to ten, but it can be higher to increase the Magnetic Trap's range. However, an 

increase of windings will cost an increase in traps' resistance with Figure 11 design. Similarly, an increase of  

windings will increase trap's need to input an higher current with Figure 12 design.

2.4.4 Mask Designs

To study previous results experimentally, the following masks for the lithography step were designed:
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Multilayer Process Design

Bellow are  displayed  the three masks used for  Multilayer  Magnetic  Traps process.  The fabrication process  

details can be seen in Section 3.2.

Figure  58 -  Layer  1:  Bottom 

Contacts.

Figure 59 - Layer 2: Passivation. Figure  60 -  Layer  3:  Upper 

Contacts.

This design presents 8 different magnetic traps. Their characteristics are listed bellow:

Magnetic Trap

Nº1 Nº2 Nº3 Nº4 Nº5 Nº6 Nº7 Nº8

Inner 
Diameter 

[μm]
200 400 600 800 200 400 600 800

Pitch† 

[μm]
20 20 20 20 100 100 100 100

Wire 
Width 
[μm]

10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

Table 5 - Magnetic Traps specifications – Multilayer Device.

Single Layer Processes

Bellow are displayed the single masks used for Singlelayer Magnetic Traps processes, with electrodeposition 

integrated. The fabrication process details can be seen in Section 3.3.
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Figure 61 – Process-I. Figure 62 – Process-II.

Each design presents two different magnetic traps. Their characteristics are listed bellow:

Magnetic traps

Process-I Process-II

Inner Diameter 
[μm]

800 600 400 200

Pitch† [μm] 20 20 20 20

Wire Width 
[μm]

10 10 10 10

Table 6 - Magnetic Traps specifications – Singlelayer Device.

† Pitch is the magnetic trap parameter that defines the distance between the center of two wires close to each 

other.

Magnetic Traps were fabricated with different Pitch and Inner Radius values to verify what was theoretically  

predicted. Attraction should be faster for Magnetic Traps with a lower Pitch and Inner Radius closer to the ones  

theoretically estimated in Section 2.4.3.

2.4.5 Validation

To validate the magnetic field generated by Magnetic Traps in this work 3D Simulation program, results from 

two articles were reproduced and their similarities were compared:
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Magnetic Trap

Figure 63 – Magnetic Field results of a Magnetic Trap, extracted 

from [12].

Given Parameters:

Current: 1A;

Nº spires: 7;

Spacement between lines: 200µm;

Distance between Magnetic Trap and Microchannel: 250µm;

Geometry: 3D.

Figure 64 – Magnetic Field obtained from the 3D Modeling. Plot3D 

in Wolfram Mathematica.

Simulated Parameters:

Current: 1A;

Nº spires: 7;

Spacement between lines: 200µm;

Inner Radius: 1µm;

Distance between Magnetic Trap and Microchannel: 250µm;

Geometry: 3D.

Figure 63 and Figure 64 have Magnetic Field profiles with a conical shape. The maximum Magnetic Field value 

is approximately 4.5mT in these two graphics and both conical base surfaces present a radius of 2mm.

Simulation results match with the reported results for the Magnetic Field generated by the MagneticTrap.

Magnetic Trap with Soft Core

Figure 65 and Figure 66 have Magnetic Field contour plots with a close resemblance to each other. Each line in  

these contour plots has represented a magnetic field constant value along it.

Supplied data was insufficient to compare the Magnetic Field magnitudes, nonetheless, simulation results match 

with the reported Magnetic Field gradient generated by the Magnetic Trap with a Soft Core.
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Figure 65 – Magnetic Field results of a Magnetic Trap with Soft 

Core, extracted from [9].

Given Parameters:

Current: 0.360A;

Nº spires: 12;

Spacement between lines: 80µm;

Inner Radius: 630µm;

Height above Magnet: 200µm to 350µm;

Radial distance: 0mm to 2.5mm.

Magnetic Core:

M saturation: 564000 A/m;

Frohlich-Kennelly constant: 13500 A/m.

Figure  66 –  Magnetic  Field  obtained  from  the  3D  Modeling. 

Contour Plot in Wolfram Mathematica 8.0.

Simulated Parameters:

Current: 0.360A;

Nº spires: 12;

Spacement between lines: 80µm;

Inner Radius: 630µm;

Height above Magnet: 200µm to 350µm;

Radial distance: 0mm to 2.5mm;

Geometry: 3D.

Magnetic Core:

M saturation: 564000 A/m;

Frohlich-Kennelly constant: 13500 A/m.

µr expression included in Magnetic Field computation [9].
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Chapter 3

3. Experimental Methods

3.1 Micro and Nano Fabrication Techniques

The  dimensions  of  the  micro  and  nano  fabricated  structures  are  small,  so  dust  grains,  bacteria  and  other  

impurities present in the atmosphere can easily damage them. To avoid that, these devices must be fabricated in 

environments with a controlled level  of contamination. Consequently,  all  the fabrication steps were done at 

INESC-MN's clean-room facilities. This clean-room has two areas classied as class 100 (white area) and one 

classified as class 10 (yellow area). There is also an adjoining area to the clean room called the grey area (class  

10000). The class numbers corresponds to the maximum number of particles with a diameter equal or superior to 

0.5 μm per cubic feet of air in that region. 

This device microfabrication is achieved by combining photolitography, etching and lift-off techniques to the  

deposited thin films. The full list of machines mentioned in the following processes, and used to microfabricate  

the devices, can be consulted in Appendix D.

3.1.1 Photolithography

Photolitography  is  a  process  commonly  used  in  micro  and  nano  fabrication  to  pattern  thin  films  with  a 

photosensitive material, called photoresist. It comprises a set of distint processes in the following order [33]:

1. Cleaning and Preparation – The sample is cleaned to remove particles, using Alconox for example. 

After that it is heated to a temperature sufficient to drive off any moisture that may be present on the 

wafer surface and then pretreated with an organic compound - Hexamethyldisilane, HDMS (C6H18Si2). 

This treatment promotes the photoresist adhesion to the substrate.
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2. Coating – The sample is covered with photoresist by spin coating to produce a uniformly thick layer 

and then prebaked to drive off excess photoresist solvent on a hotplate.

3. Exposure - The  photoresist layer is exposed to a pattern of intense light. The wanted pattern can be 

defined either using a hard mask, whose holes allow intense light to pass, and thus, enabling the mask 

pattern  to  be  printed  onto  the  photoresist,  or  by using a  laser  to  write  the  wanted  pattern  on  the 

photoresist.

4. Development – First, the sample is baked again to stop uncompleted  photoresist reactions. Then, a 

suitable  developer  is  used  to  remove  the  target  photoresist †.  Finally,  the  sample  is  washed  with 

deionized water and dried by high speed spinning.

† Note: There are two types of photoresist, the Positive which becomes soluble in the developer when exposed to 

light, and the Negative, whose unexposed regions to light are soluble in the developer.

3.1.2 Etch

In the etching process, a thin layer of the target material is deposited over the sample (Figure 67 , II). Then a 

sacrificial layer (photoresist for example) is deposited on top of the target material (Figure 67 , III), and a pattern  

is created in it (Figure 67 , IV). Here, the sacrificial layer will work as a shield to protect the deposited material  

from being etched in the places where it is wanted.

Afterwards, the etch is done to remove the unwanted target material (Figure 67 , V). 

Finally, the sacrificial layer is removed using a solvent, (Figure 67 , VI). The deposited material remains only in 

the regions where it was shielded from the etch (Figure 67 , VII).

Figure 67 – Etch process illustration. 1-sample; 2-deposited thin film; 3-sacrificial layer.
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There are two main types of Etching [34]: 

Chemical Etching, that takes advantage on the chemical properties of the target material to use an etchant that  

reacts  with  it;  and  Physical  Etching,  that  takes  advantage  of  the  particles'  momentum  transference  by 

bombarding the target material with energetic ions or noble gases and knocking atoms from it.

In this thesis were used the following techniques:

• Sputter-Etching - Physical etching process in which atoms are ejected from a solid target material by 

bombarding it with energetic particles.  The ejection is due to the high kinetic energy of the incoming 

particles. During prolonged ion or plasma bombardment of a material, it leads to the material erosion.  

This technique can be used either  for  etching or for  thin film deposition of  target  material.  Its  an 

anisotropic and non-selective process.

• Ion Beam Etching - Particular sputtering technique that uses a high energy ion/noble gas bombardment 

to etch the sample. The material on the sample is non-selectively and anysotropically removed by the 

physical impact of those particles.

• Reactive Ion Etching -The reactive ion etching is a technique that combines physical and chemical 

etching for selectively and anisotropically remove the target substrate.

• Wet Etch - Wet etch is a chemical etching technique that uses a chemical solution for material removal. 

This etching is isotropic and selective.

Figure 68 – Etch: Selectivity and Isotropy characteristics.
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3.1.3 Lift-off

In the lift-off process [35], a sacrificial layer (photoresist for example) is deposited on top of the sample (Figure 

69, II), and a pattern is created in it (Figure 69, III). 

Then, a thin layer of the target material is deposited over the whole area of the sample, reaching the surface of  

the substrate only where it is wanted, due to the created pattern (Figure 69, IV). 

Afterwards, the sacrificial layer is removed using a solvent, and with this, the material deposited on top of it is  

also removed (Figure 69, V).

In the end of the lift-off process, the deposited material is only found in the regions where it had a direct contact  

with the substrate (Figure 69, VI).

Figure 69 – Lift-off process illustration. 1-sample; 2-sacrificial layer; 3-deposited thin film.

3.2 Device Process

In this section, the microfabrication process of magnetic traps designed according to the processing equipment  

available at INESC-MN for the purpose (Appendix D), is described in detail.

This  process  comprises  three  diferent  layers:  bottom contacts,  passivation  with  gaps  to  create  connections 

between layers and upper contacts with magnetic traps. Their steps are briefly discussed below (for more details,  

see the Run Sheet in Appendix A):

• Step 1: Substrate cleaning and preparation.

The substrate,  a  Si-waffer  sample  with  dimensions  of  approximately 2.54cm×2.54cm (1in×1in),  is  

cleaned in an Alconox solution (detergent) and subjected to ultra-sounds for 10 minutes. Then, the 
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sample is washed with isopropyl alcohol (IPA), rinsed with deionized water (DI) and blow-dried with a 

compressed air gun. This step is done in the Wet Bench.

• Step 2: Insulator Deposition – Al2O3 (1000Å).

An insulating layer is deposited in the UHV II, by sputtering, to prevent electrical contact between the 

Si waffer and the next step Aluminum bottom contacts.

• Step 3: Bottom contacts - Al deposition (3000Å).

Al deposition for the contacts of the circuit. This step is done in Nordiko 7000, by sputtering.

Figure 70 – Step 3 Illustration. Left 

side: Top View; Right side: Lateral 

View.

• Step 4: Bottom contacts – Lithography.

Litography of the bottom contacts. The sample is coated with Photoresist PFR7790G27cP in the SGV 

Tracks, exposed on the Heidelberg Instruments DWL Lithography System and developed in the SGV 

Tracks. Masks used in this process can be seen in section 4.4.

Figure 71 – Step 4 Illustration. Left 

side: Top View; Right side: Lateral 

View.

• Step 5: Bottom contacts – Wet Etch.

Aluminum bottom contacts are created by doing an Aluminum Wet Etch on the Wet Bench.

Figure 72 – Step 5 Illustration. Left 

side: Top View; Right side: Lateral 

View.
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• Step 6: Bottom contacts - Resist Strip.

Photoresist mask removal with Microstrip 3001. The sample is immersed in Microstrip 3001 until all  

the Photoresist PFR7790G27cP is removed. Ultrasounds can be applied to improve the removal. After 

that, the sample is washed with isopropyl alcohol (IPA), rinsed with deionized water (DI) and blow-

dried with a compressed air gun. This step is done in the Wet Bench.

Figure 73 – Step 6 Illustration. Left 

side: Top View; Right side: Lateral 

View.

• Step 7: Passivation – SiN deposition (3000Å).

Sample passivation to prevent undesired electrical contact between the bottom and upper contacts. SiN 

passivation is done in the Electrotech Delta Chemical Vapor Deposition System by Plasma Enhanced 

Chemical Vapor Deposition.

Figure 74 – Step 7 Illustration. Left 

side: Top View; Right side: Lateral 

View.

• Step 8: Passivation – Lithography.

Litography of the passivation. Similar to Step 4.

Figure 75 – Step 8 Illustration. Left 

side: Top View; Right side: Lateral 

View.

• Step 9: Passivation – Reactive Ion Etching.

Etch to open vias in the SiN passivation, which allow a connection between bottom and upper contacts  

in specific places (according to the photoresist mask).  This step was done using the Lam Research 
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Rainbow Plasma Etcher, by reactive ion etch.

Figure 76 – Step 9 Illustration. Left 

side: Top View; Right side: Lateral 

View.

• Step 10: Passivation – Resist Strip.

Photoresist mask removal with Microstrip 3001. Similar to Step 6.

Figure  77  –  Step  10  Illustration. 

Left  side:  Top  View;  Right  side: 

Lateral View.

• Step 11: Upper contacts – Lithography.

Litography of the upper contacts. Similar to Step 4.

Figure  78  –  Step  11  Illustration. 

Left  side:  Top  View;  Right  side: 

Lateral View.

• Step 12: Upper contacts – Al (12000Å) and TiW (150Å) deposition.

Al deposition for the contacts of the circuit with a thin layer of TiW on top of it to prevent oxidation.  

This step is done in Nordiko 7000, by sputtering.
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Figure  79  –  Step  12  Illustration. 

Left  side:  Top  View;  Right  side: 

Lateral View.

• Step 13: Upper contacts – Lift-off.

Photoresist  mask removal with the metal  on top of it  using Microstrip 3001, thus creating the top  

contacts. Similar to Step 6.

Figure  80  –  Step  13  Illustration. 

Left  side:  Top  View;  Right  side: 

Lateral View.

• Step 14: Wire bonding.

Thin wires are welded from the magnetic trap copper contacts to a Printed Circuit Board (PCB) using a 

precise Wire Bonding Machine. The PCB is used to establish contact between Magnetic Traps and a 

breadboard connected to a current source.

3.3 Device Process With Electroplating

In this section, the single layer microfabrication process of magnetic traps is described in detail. Besides using  

the processing equipment  available  at  INESC-MN (Appendix  D),  it  also  uses  the  developed Electroplating 

System (Chapter 4).

It was conceived to eliminate the problems of the previous process (see section 4.1), giving a sturdier and elegant 

design at the same time. Composed by a single layer of contacts, it sees its fabrication being simplified without  

letting its functionality to be fulfilled.

This design takes  advantage  of Copper electroplating to  have its  magnetic  field enhanced.  The steps  of its 
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process are briefly discussed below (for more details, see the Run Sheet in Appendix B):

• Step 1: Substrate cleaning and preparation.

The substrate, a Si-waffer, is cleaned in an Alconox solution (detergent) and subjected to ultra-sounds 

for 10 minutes. Then, the sample is washed with isopropyl alcohol (IPA), rinsed with deionized water 

(DI) and blow-dried with a compressed air gun. This step is done in the Wet Bench.

• Step 2: Insulator Deposition (1000Å SiO2).

To prevent electric contact between Copper magnetic traps and Si-waffer, an insulating layer of Silicon 

Oxide is deposited. The deposition is done in Electrotech Delta Chemical Vapor Deposition System, by 

plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition.

• Step 3: Ion Beam Deposition of the Copper seed layer (3000Å).

A Copper thin layer is deposited before electroplating to allow the electroplated Copper to grow on top 

of it. This deposition is done in Nordiko3000, by ion beam deposition.

• Step 4: Dicing.

The Si-waffer is split in samples of approximately 3.1cm×3.1cm. Due to their large dimensions, and 

taking advantage from the crystaline structure of the Si-waffer, the waffer can be accurately cut with a  

diamond tip pen. Otherwise, a cut in the dicing machine would be required. All resulting samples with  

the mentioned dimensions can be used. When using them for this process, the process starts in Step 5.

• Step 5: DWL Lithography.

A sample  is  coated  with  Photoresist  ma-P1275  in  the  SGV  Tracks,  exposed  on  the  Heidelberg 

Instruments DWL Lithography System and developed in the SGV Tracks. Masks used in this process 

can be seen in section 4.4.

Figure 81 – Step 5 Illustration. Left 

side: Top View; Right side: Lateral 

View.

• Step 6: Photoresist Cleaning outside the frame.

The Copper seed layer needs to be in maximum contact with the electrode when electroplating. For this  
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purpose, designed masks have a frame which is also exposed by the laser and where no Photoresist 

remains after development. However, outside that frame, Photoresist cleaning may be needed in order to 

improve electrical contact.

This cleaning is made using a cotton swab and Acetone.

• Step 7: Electroplating of Copper (100 000Å).

Copper electrodeposition. Done in the Electroplating System.

Figure 82 – Step 7 Illustration. Left 

side: Top View; Right side: Lateral 

View.

• Step 8: Resist Strip.

Photoresist mask removal with Acetone. The sample is immersed in Acetone until all the Photoresist  

ma-P1275 is removed. Ultrasounds can be applied to improve the removal. After that, the sample is  

washed  with  isopropyl  alcohol  (IPA),  rinsed  with  deionized  water  (DI)  and  blow-dried  with  a 

compressed air gun.

Figure 83 – Step 8 Illustration. Left 

side: Top View; Right side: Lateral 

View.

• Step 9: Ion Milling of Copper (3000Å+15Å over-etch).

An Ion Beam Etch is done in Nordiko3600 to remove the Copper seed layer that short-circuits the 

sample. The over-etch ensures that the seed layer is completely removed.
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Figure 84 – Step 9 Illustration. Left 

side: Top View; Right side: Lateral 

View.

• Step 10: Wire Bonding.

Wires  are  welded  directly  on  the  magnetic  trap  copper  contacts  by  using  the  standard  welding 

equipment. These wires are to be plugged in the breadboard where the Current Source is connected.

Figure  85 –  Step  10  Illustration. 

Left  side:  Top  View;  Right  side: 

Lateral View.
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Chapter 4

4. Electroplating

4.1 Electroplating Framework

To achieve the microfabrication of this thesis' SingleLayer device, a electroplating system for Copper deposition  

was designed and built in the clean room (white area).

This Electroplating System presents several advantages in depositing Copper:

• It enables the Copper deposition at a fast rate;

• Allows high-quality depositions of large thicknesses of Copper;

• It cheaper in terms of cost/production and maintenance when comparing with the other two machines 

where Copper deposition  is done at INESC-MN (Nordiko 3000 and Alcatel, by sputtering).

• It is also able to deposit other metals, as Nordiko and Alcatel do, by switching electrolyte and anode 

according with the metal (see Table 7).

Group

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

P
er

io
d 4 Cr Mn Fe Co Ni Cu Zn As Se

5 Tc Ru Rh Pd Ag Cd In Sn Sb Te

6 Re Os Ir Pt Au Hg Tl Pb Bi

Table 7 – Materials that can be electrodeposited from aqueous solutions [41].

In general, Copper also presents a lower Resistivity than Aluminum [36][37] - the other metal used in this work 

to do metal contacts. The Resistivity of a metal contact is an important parameter because it is propotional that  

metal's resistance [27]:
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R=ρ
L

t×w
(32);

Where R is the Resistance of that  material;  ρ corresponds to the material's  resistivity;  L is the total  lenght 

traveled by the current in that material; t is the thickness of the metal contact; and w is the width of the metal  

contact.

The lower the Resistivity is, the lower the Resistance of that metal will be, and the less Power it will dissipate  

[27]: 

P=U.I=R I 2 (33);

P corresponds to the power dissipated by the material; R is the Resistance of that material; U the voltage between 

terminals; and I the current applied.

The result is a lower heat emission with the same current applied, and the capacity to handle higher currents,  

which potencially optimizes magnetic  traps since the Magnetic Field gradient  is  proportional  to the applied 

current.

However, a Electroplating System implies electrodeposition on top of a proper substrate - seed layer - whereas  

sputtering deposition techniques do not. Besides that, a constant current flow is needed to enable and maintain  

the electrodeposition rate. These two factors and the more limited choice of materials that can be deposited with  

electroplating, when comparing with sputtering techniques, are the main disadvantages in using it.

4.2 Introduction

Electroplating is an electrodeposition process for producing a dense, uniform, and adherent coating, usually of  

metal or alloys, upon a surface by the act of electric current [38]. The core part of the electroplating process is  

the electrolytic cell (elecroplating unit). In it, a current is passed through a bath containing electrolyte, the anode, 

and the cathode. The anode can be one of two types: sacrificial anode, which is dissolvable while electroplating,  

and permanent anode, inert through the process but can not provide a source of fresh metal to replace what has  

been removed from the solution by deposition at the cathode [39]. Electrolyte is the electrical conductor that 

estalishes electric contact between anode and cathode. The current is carried by ions rather than by free electrons  

as in metal (Figure 86).

In micro and nano-fabrication, a specific metallic seed layer up to a few hundreds of nanometers is usually  

choosen to play the role of cathode, according to the material to be electroplated. The seed layer is deposited on 

top of the sample. It enables the metal to be electrodeposited on top of it.

Material and Mounting Scheme setup of the developed Electroplating System are presented in Section 4.3. Here,  
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the Copper Electroplating System is explained in detail and full  information about the procedure method is 

given.

Electroplating Theory is presented in Section 4.4. 

Section 4.5 shows the experimental studies done to the new photoresist at INESC-MN, the ma-P 1275 from 

micro  resist  technology  [45],  needed  for  electroplating  high  thicknesses  of  Copper,  and  the  deposition 

calibrations done to the built Electroplating System.

The last Section (Section 4.6), shows and compares the performance of Electroplating System deposition rates 

according to the applied current, distance between electrodes and expected Theoretical Results.

Figure 86  – Copper electroplating schematic. Copper 

ions  from  the  Copper  plate  (sacrificial  anode)  are 

deposited onto the sample (cathode) when a current is 

applied to the system. 

4.3 Material and Mounting Scheme

To build the Electroplating System, the following material  was assembled (Figures  87 to  92) and mounted 

together as shown in Figure 93:

Figure  87 -  PolyPropilene 

Container with Copper Electrolyte.

Figure  88 –  Optimized  Cathode 

(designed and fabricated).

Figure 89 – Anode (Copper plate).
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Figure 90 – Magnetic Stirrer. Figure 91 - Power Supply (working 

as a current source) and 2 cables to 

connect it to the electrodes.

Figure  92 – Clean-room tape.

Figure 93 – Mounting scheme.
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On  one  side,  a  copper  plate  of  0.1m×0.1m  is  attached  to  the  PMMA (polymethylmethacrylate)  support, 

according to the pretended distance between electrodes (designed with a range from 0.5cm to 5cm, steps of 

0.5cm). This plate forms the Anode, which will supply the material to be deposited on top of the sample. It is  

connected to the positive pole of the current supply through a cable.

On the other side, the sample is mounted inside the Cathode, with its seed layer touching the modified copper 

plate to establish an electrical contact. It is mounted on a fixed place created on the supporters and connected to  

the negative pole of the current supply, also with a cable.

Figure  94 –  Cathode  Designed  Optimization:  3D 

schematic (from left to right, PMMA support – front 

side,  modified  Copper  plate,  sample  to  be 

electroplated, PMMA support – back side).

Figure 95 – Designed Optimization: Supporters.

Figure 96 – Designed Optimizations: AutoCAD  draw 

used in the computer numerical  control of the TAIG 

Micro Mill milling machine, to design the Cathode and 

Supporters. The anode (first feature on the right side) 

is  85mm×40mm  and  has  a  hole  of  20mm×20mm 

centered in it. PMMA shells are 100mm×100mm and 

the  ruler  is  75mm×20mm with  a  slot  spacement  of 

5mm (10+1 slots).

Both components are immersed in a Copper electrolyte that permits the flow of electricity. When a current is  

applied, the positive ions, such as the Copper, migrate from the anode to the cathode, and negative ions, such as 

Sulfate, move towards the Anode. These migrations of ions through the electrolyte constitute the electric current 
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in that part of the circuit. The migration of electrons into the anode, through the wiring and the electric generator 

and then back to the cathode constitutes the current in the external circuit. Electrodeposition is focused on the 

target (sample to be electroplated) by using the Cathode optimizations (Figure 94 to 96).

The current flow forces copper atoms in the anode to become copper ions, giving up 2 electrons and entering the 

solution. Then, the electric field forces copper ions to travel from the anode to the cathode, where they receive  

two electrons and become neutral metallic copper, staying deposited ont top of the metallic seed layer of the 

sample.

Copper sulphate concentration resultant from the association between Cu2+ and SO4
2- is maintained throughout 

the  electroplating  due  to  the  sacrificial  anode.  Despite  the  fact  that  copper  sulphate  in  the  solution  being 

disassociated into Cu2+ and SO4
2- when a current is applied, these chemical bonds are reestablished after turning 

off the current, conserving electrolytes' proprieties.

The used electrolyte (μChem 520 Acid Copper Electrolyte, Matt) contains copper (~25 g/l), sulfuric acid (~230  

g/l) to dissolute copper ions, and chloride (~60 mg/l), working as a leveller to slow down the plating rate at high 

current density areas. No additives such as brighteners or wetters (used respectively to increase or decrease the 

exchange current density, which is the sum of the cathodic and anodic partial currents of an electrode) and other  

levellers were used [40].

The rate at which the anode is dissolved is equal to the rate at which the cathode is plated. The deposition rate  

depends on the current flowing through the circuit and its also afected by the distance between electrodes.

In this work, electroplating was done inside a PolyPropilene container (Bel-Art Products) with the following  

dimensions: 0.30m×0.20m×0.13m (Length×Width×Height).

To prevent too much adsorption and inhomogeneous concentrations of the diferent components,  a  magnetic 

capsule was put inside the container to stir the electrolyte. A magnetic stirrer forces it to rotate when switched on, 

creating a flow inside the container and mixing all components inside the bath.

Tests with diferent seed layers were performed for Copper electroplating. From the tested metals (Al, Ta, TiW 

and  Cu),  only the  Copper  itself  prevailed  as  a  good  seed  layer.  Electroplated  Copper  showed  little  to  no  

deposition on the other metals. An extremely low adhesion as well as a very poor homogeneity where observed.

4.4 Electroplating Theory

Electrodeposition of metals/alloys (M) always involves the reduction of metal ions (Mn+ ) from electrolytes to 

cathode [41]:

Mn+ + n.e- → M (34);

Similarly, at the anode (sacrificial anode) are involved metal oxidations in the form [41]:

M → Mn+ + n.e- (35);
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According to the Faraday's Laws of electrolysis:

1st - The mass of a substance altered at an electrode during electrolysis is directly proportional to the quantity of 

electrical charge transferred at that electrode;

2nd - For a given quantity of electric charge, the mass of an elemental material altered at an electrode is directly 

proportional to the element's equivalent weight (gram atomic weight divided by its valence).

To reduce one mole of a given metal from a metal ion with valence charge n+ , n moles of electrons are required, 

which means [41]:

Q = m.n.Na.Qe (36);

Where Q[C],  the total  cathodic charge,  is  equal  to  the product of  number of  moles of  electroplated metal,  

m[mol], the number of electrons taking part in the reduction, n, Avogadro's number [43], N a [mol  -1], and the 

electrical charge per electron [42], Qe[C].

The Faraday's constant [44], F, is equal to:

F = Na.Qe (37);

Substituting in (30), it yields:

m=
Q

n.F
(38);

On the other hand, the total charge used in the deposition can be obtained by multiplying the applied current with 

the time that electroplating took [41]:

Q=∫ I ∂ t (39);

Also, molar mass, m, is given by [41]:

m=
W
M W

 
(40);

Where W[g] is the electroplated mass weight of metal, and MW [g.mol-1 ] is its molar weight.

Replacing (33) and (34):

W =
M W

n.F
∫ I ∂ t

(41);

Assuming an electroplated Volume in the form [41]:
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V=A.h  (42);

Where A[cm2] is the electroplated Area, and h[cm] the electroplated thickness, electroplated mass can be written 

as:

W =ρ .V  (43);

According to the electroplated metal density ρ[g/cm3].

Theoretical deposition thickness, h can then be calculated:

h=
M W

n.F.ρ . A
∫ I ∂ t  

(44);

If applied current does not vary with time:

h=
M W

n.F.ρ . A
I.t  

(45);

or:

d R=
M W

n.F.ρ . A
I  

(46);

Where dR is the electrodeposition rate of that metal.

4.5 Calibrations

4.5.1 Photoresist Calibration

The standard positive Photoresist PFR7790G27cP achieves coating thicknesses up to 1.5µm, limiting the amount 

of  electrodeposited  Copper  to  that  height  and  thus,  conditioning  the  properties  of  Magnetic  Traps 

microfabricated this way.

Photoresist ma-P1275 allows the coating height limit to increase up to 40µm, enabling the microfabrication of 

thicker contacts of Copper.

Photoresist ma-P1275 thickness properties were tested by mimicking the processing guideline conditions given 
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by the company, for different film thicknesses [45]:

Substrate Preparation HMDS Vapor Prime Oven (recipe 0)

Film thickness [μm] 7.5 μm 10 μm 20 μm 30 μm 40 μm

C
oa

ti
n

g

S
V

G
 T

ra
ck Spin coating [rpm]

Duration time [s]

3000

30

1800

30

500

60

350

60

250

60

Relaxation [min] - - 30 60 90

H
ot

pl
at

e

Prebake-hotplate [T]

Duration time [min]

100ºC

5

100ºC

10

100ºC

20

100ºC

30

100ºC

40

E
xp

os
ur

e Relaxation [min] - - 20 30 60

Exposure Heidelberg Instruments DWL Lithography System

D
ev

el
op

m
en

t

S
V

G
 T

ra
ck

Immersion development 

[s]
50±10 70±10 90±15 120±20 240±20

Table 8 – Photoresist ma-P1275 processing conditions for different film thicknesses.

Two properties of the photoresist ma-P1275 were studied: Thickness and Depth of Exposed Energy.

- Thickness -

The importance of doing this experiment is to verify if the conditions given by the manufacturer match and their  

results match with those achieved at INESC-MN facilities.

Procedure Method

The procedure method consisted in preparing Si waffers by cleaning them and apply HDMS inside the Vapor  

Prime Oven (recipe 0), and then coating them with photoresist ma-P 1275 in the SVG Track. A waffer was 

coated for each of the given thicknesses: 7.5 μm; 10 μm; 20 μm; 30 μm; 40 μm. The specifications of each  

coating are shown on Table 8.

After finishing the coating step, several holes were opened in each waffer. This was done by using a coton swab 

and Acetone, which can be used to remove the photoresist. The opened gap between the photoresist surface and  

the Si waffer allows the ma-P 1275 thickness to be measured in a Profilometer.
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Thickness Experimental Results

Data  with  more  than  20  thickness  measurements  was  taken  from the  Profilometer,  for  each  coated  waffer, 

allowing a statistical sample to be built. 

For each coated sample, an average (41) of the sample population X: ma-P 1275 thickness was calculated, along 

with the standard deviation (42), taken as the ma-P1275 thickness error.

The average, μ, is defined by [46]:

μ=
1
N
∑
i=1

N

x i (47);

And the standard deviation, σ, by [46]:

σ2=
1
N
∑
i=1

N

( x i−μ)2 (48);

Where xi are the elements from the population X and N is the number of elements in that population.

The following results were obtained:

Film Thickness (μm)

Expected 7.5 10 20 30 40

Observed 6.86 ± 0.30 9.31 ± 0.46 21.33 ± 0.06 28.96 ± 0.15 42.68 ± 1.12

Table 9 – Photoresist ma-P1275 thickness experimental results.

Some conditions like room temperature or slight changes in the spin rotation influenciate the thickness outcome 

results [45], though the experimental results are not far from the expected values and for this thesis purposes they 

can be perfectly worked with.

- Depth of Exposed Energy -

This  experiment  purpose  is  to  calibrate  the  exposure  energy  of  the  DWL Lithography  System  with  the 

photoresist ma-P1275 and measure the maximum depth reached as a function of it.

Procedure Method

The depth of exposed energy was tested by preparing a Si-waffer, also by cleaning it and by applying the HDMS  

inside the Vapor Prime Oven. Then it followed a coating step in the SVG Track, of 40 μm of photoresist ma-

P1275, and several test exposures on Heidelberg Instruments DWL Lithography System, each with a different 

energy.  Finally,  the  waffer  was  developed  in  the  SVG  Track,  removing  the  exposed  photoresist,  and 
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measurements were taken with the Profilometer.

Depth of Exposed Energy Experimental Results

Data analysis followed the same procedure as the Thickness Experimental Results.

Results from the tested energies and depth achieved are presented below:

Energy (%)

65 70 75 80 85 90 95 80×2 100×2

Depth [μm] 7.70±0.11 8.04±0.22 8.53±0.13 9.09±0.11 9.44±0.13 9.79±0.06 9.87±0.12 13.41±0.11 15.02±0.18

Table 10 – Depth achieved according to the Exposed Energy. This test was done using a newly changed laser of 

the DWL Lithography System with 120mW nominal Power. According to the current laser power and other 

parameters, the DWL software allows the choice of a % of Energy, up to 100%,  to be exposed. To surpass that  

value, exposures have to be done more than one time.

Figure 97 – Plot of the experimental data from Table 10, using Wolfram Mathematica 8.0.

After plotting the data from Table 10,  it was fitted to a function. Note that both data and fit include the point  

(0,0), meaning that no photoresist is exposed if no energy is used. The fit was also calculated using Wolfram 

Mathematica 8.0.

No theoretical approximation to a function was done to fit the experimental data. Instead, several trials were 

made using diferent free parameters as a funtion of Energy and Exposed Energy Depth. All those trials used 

functions with a similar behavior as the one suggested by the experimental data.
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The best fit to the experimental data was found using the following function:

Depth( Energy)=
c

a+Energy.b
+d (49);

With:

• a = -5.16×10-4 ; • c = 2.29 ;

• b = -8.40×10-2 ; • d = 2.72×101 .

Figure 98 – Fit to the experimental data from Table 10, using the best fitted function, eq. (43).

This fitted function, once calculated, allows the amount of enery needed by the DWL Litography System to be  

estimated to a certain level of accuracy:

Energy [%]

100 2×100 3×100 4×100

Depth [μm] 10.35 14.99 17.63 19.33

Table  11  –  Depth  reached  by the  DWL Litography System onto  photoresist  ma-P1275  according  to  the 

percentage of Energy used. Extrapolation values presented for 300% and 400%.

Feature dimensions are also a factor that needs to be into account, especially when they are lower than the  

thickness of etched photoresist (Figure 99 and 100). Photoresist was not anisotropically exposed and did not etch 

anisotropically for any of the thicknesses tested, causing the walls to be distorted. 
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Figure 99 – Microscopic picture of a photoresist ma-

P1275 test.  View focused  on  the  photoresist  bottom 

surface,  reached  with  a  lower  laser  intensity.  Hole 

depth of approximately 15μm.

Scale: Square was designed to be 30μm × 30μm.

Figure 100 - Microscopic picture of a photoresist ma-

P1275  test.  View  focused  on  the  photoresist  top 

surface,  reached  with  a  higher  laser  intensity. 

Photoresist  features  shortened.  Hole  depth  of 

approximately 15μm.

Scale: Square was designed to be 30μm × 30μm.

Results in table 11 suggest that expositions above 200% (double exposures) are impratical and expensive due to 

their large energy consumption and exposing time just to reach a slightly larger depth.

In this work, device fabrications using photoresist ma-P1275 exposed by the DWL Litography System were then 

restricted to single and double exposures, using films with thicknesses below the 15μm.

4.5.2 Copper Electroplating Calibration

Copper electrodeposition calibration was done by controling the three main parameters while electroplating. To 

do so, a set of thirty samples were electroplated, and an electrodeposition profile was extracted from the results. 

The  three  main  parameters  studied  were  how  electrodeposition  changed  by  varying  the  distance  between 

electrodes, the current input and electrodeposition time.

A study on these three parameters will allow the calculation of a wide range of electrodeposition rates as well as  

some of their properties and a better knowledge about which set of parameters best suits the device fabrication.
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Procedure Method

The electrodeposited copper was grown on a Si waffer passivated with 100nm of Silicon Oxide (SiO2), which 

was deposited inside the Electrotech Delta  Chemical  Vapor Deposition System, and a copper seed layer  of  

100nm on top of it, deposited inside Nordiko 3000.

Note that in some cases, a barrier layer is needed between the seed layer and the layer beneath it, in order to  

prevent copper difusion when doing electroplating [47] , or structural defects [48] . In this specific case no 

barrier layer was deposited.

Before depositing the seed layer, dashes were made using an acetate pen. This allowed an easy measurment of 

the copper layer's thickness, after removing the acetate and deposited copper on top of it with acetone by leaving 

a open hole up to the silicon oxide layer. The copper seed layer was measured in a profilometer, and presented a 

thickness of 110±6nm. This data was used to establish a starting point in all the modeled fits.

After depositing the seed layer, the waffer was cut in small pieces to be used as samples to electroplate. The  

electroplated area of each sample was approximately 3cm2 .

To obtain and analyze the data that allows the choice of parameters that best befit the pretended electroplating  

characteristics, calibrating electrodepositions were done:

• Using three diferent distances between electrodes: 1cm, 2.5cm and 4cm;

• For each distance, using three different current densities: 10mA/cm2 , 20mA/cm2 and 30mA/cm2 ;

• For each current density, diferent samples were electroplated during: 5, 10 and 15 minutes.

Higher current densities (35mA/cm2 and 40mA/cm2 ) were also tested, but copper peeled off when washing and 

rinsing the samples (Figure 101). This was probably caused by the tensile stress accumulated between the silicon 

oxide  layer  and  the  copper  layer,  which  was  growing  too  fast  with  those  current  densities.  To  avoid  this 

undesirable effect, a maximum current density of 30mA/cm2 was established for the purpose.

Figure  101  – Peeled  off  samples.  Electroplating 

conditions:

Left sample (with interrupted wash) – 40mA/cm2, 4cm 

between  electrodes  and  electroplated  during 

10minutes;

Right  sample  (with  non-interrupted  wash)  – 

35mA/cm2, 1cm between electrodes and electroplated 

during 10minutes. 
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Electroplating Experimental Results

After  electroplating  the  samples,  copper  thicknesses  were  measured  in  a  profilometer  and  their  data  was 

analyzed, by doing the statistical treatment and modeled fits.

Data analysis followed the same procedure as the Thickness Experimental Results and Depth of Exposed Energy 

Experimental Results in Section 3.3.1.

These  results  were  then  modelated  to  linear  fits,  for  the  diferent  distances  between  electrodes  and  current 

densities used. 

The linear fit is done assuming a linear dependance of the deposition rate over time, according to eq. 46.

Linear fits were weightened according to the square of the measured error δ
2

δ X 2  , given by the variance, σ2 . 

This means that a value with a smaller variance is taken into higher account than a value with a larger variance.

A estimation of the electrodeposited copper variation per second was calculated by using the standard deviation  

of the measured thickness values as a parameter, for each current density and each distance between electrodes.

These deposition rate variations correspond to the surface roughnesses experimentally observed (see Figure 103,  

Figure 104, and Figure 105).

Deposition rates for electroplated Copper are presented in the following table:

Distance Between Electrodes (cm)

Current density (A/cm2) 1 2.5 4

10 0.768±0.440 nm/s 0.724±0.019 nm/s 0.774±0.034 nm/s

20 2.754±0.933 nm/s 2.089±0.105 nm/s 2.211±0.091 nm/s

30 5.185±2.221 nm/s 3.959±0.170 nm/s 3.723±0.166 nm/s

Table 12 – Copper electrodeposition rates extracted from the experimental data. A weightned Linear Modeled 

Fit using Wolfram Mathematica 8.0. was used to calculate the deposition rates.

They were extracted by fitting the experimentally measured thicknesses as a function of elapsed time. This  

procedure was done for each of the tested current densities and each tested distance between electrodes.

An interpolation of the extracted deposition rates can be observed in Figure 102.
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Figure 102 – Copper electrodeposition rates ploted in a 3D graphic, represented as dots. Coloured interpolation 

function computationally created using  Wolfram Mathematica 8.0.  which represents an approximation to a 

continue function of the electrodeposition rate, using the experimental values.

This Electroplating System presented larger Deposition Rate variations for closer distances between electrodes 

and higher current densities. Larger Deposition Rate variations resulted in increased surface roughness.

Despite these deviations, results seem to be in agreement with the theoretical expression for electrodeposition 

rate, where of the calibrated parameters, only current input enters as a variable (eq. 46). In addition, current input 

and deposition rate are also experimentally proportional.

For the lowest distance tested between electrodes, 1 cm, microscope revealed the formation/deposition of large 

grains of copper onto the sample surface:

Figure 103  – Microscope pictures of the electroplated samples during 15 minutes,  for a distance between 

electrodes of 1cm and a current density (from left to right) of: 10mA; 20mA ; 30mA.
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Electrodepositions between 2.5 cm and 4 cm were similars in terms of results. Both presented almost the same  

deposition  rates  for  all  the  current  densities  tested  and  both  presented  a  low  roughness  relatively  to  the 

electrodepositions with a distance of 1 cm between electrodes. Microscope revealed small grains of copper for 

both electrodepositions (Figure 104 and 105).

Figure 104 – Microscope pictures of the electroplated samples during 15 minutes,  for a distance between 

electrodes of 2.5cm and a current density (from left to right) of: 10mA; 20mA ; 30mA.

Figure 105  – Microscope pictures of the electroplated samples during 15 minutes,  for a distance between 

electrodes of 4cm and a current density (from left to right) of: 10mA; 20mA ; 30mA.

4.6 Electroplating System Performance

To calculate Electroplating System Performance, the theoretical values for copper electrodeposition rate (with 

and without optimizations) were extracted from eq. (40):
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Unoptimized Electroplating 

System

Fully Optimized Electroplating 

System

Distance Between Electrodes [cm] 1; 2,5; 4 1; 2,5; 4

Applied Current

Density

[mA/cm2]

10 0,28 nm/s 3,67 nm/s

20 0,55 nm/s 7,35 nm/s

30 0,83 nm/s 11,02 nm/s

Table 13 – Maximum theoretical electrodeposition rates (no current leaks) for Copper. Theoretical deposition 

rates are independent from the distance between electrodes.

An Unoptimized System electroplates not only the sample but also the portion of the Cathode inside the bath,  

both at the same rate. A Fully Optimized System assumes that the anode is protected against the plating and thus,  

only the sample gets plated (at a higher rate).

While plating the 3cm2 calibration samples, anode was 5.5cm submerged in the bath. Cathode and sample total 

exposed area was approximately 40cm2 . Copper density is 8.933 g/cm3 . Its atomic weight is 63.546 g/mol and 

its deposition rate was calculated for a valence number of 2 [49]. 

Experimentally  measured  deposition  rates,  using  the  Optimization  System  described  in  Section  4.3,  were 

compared with the theoretical values. A performance scale using the following expression:

Performance=
d r

d r theoretical(maximumarea)
(50);

was used to establish that comparison:

Figure  106  - Deposition  rate Performance  plot,  for 

10mA/cm2 .  First bar (blue) represents the minimum 

performance  possible  -  Standard  value;  Second  bar 

(green) represents the experimental results; Third bar 

(red) represents the maximum performance possible - 

Approximately 13 times faster than the standard.

Results  from  the  three  studied  distances  between 

electrodes are presented.
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Figure  107  - Deposition  rate  Performance  plot  for 

20mA/cm2 .  First bar (blue) represents the minimum 

performance  possible  -  Standard  value;  Second  bar 

(green) represents the experimental results; Third bar 

(red) represents the maximum performance possible - 

Approximately 13 times faster than the standard.

Results  from  the  three  studied  distances  between 

electrodes are presented.

Figure  108  - Deposition  rate  Performance  plot  for 

30mA/cm2 .  First bar (blue) represents the minimum 

performance  possible  -  Standard  value;  Second  bar 

(green) represents the experimental results; Third bar 

(red) represents the maximum performance possible - 

Approximately 13 times faster than the standard.

Results  from  the  three  studied  distances  between 

electrodes are presented.

For a current density of 10mA/cm2 , the designed optimization system allowed electrodeposition rates 2.6 to 2.8 

times faster than a system with no optimizations. These values were raised with the increase of applied current.  

For  a  current  density of  20mA/cm2 ,  experimental  deposition  rates  were  3.8  to  5.0  times  greater  than  the 

unoptimized system, and for a current density of 30mA/cm2 , those values raised again, showing performances of 

4.5 to 6.3 times greater than the standard electrodeposition rates.

Nevertheless, those values could be closer to the maximum theoretical electrodeposition rate. This Optimization 

System could not be completely sealed, allowing small leakages of electrolyte to flood its insides, and thus, 

enabling a partial plating on cathode's surface. A perfect sealed cathode or a reduction of its submerged area will  

increase electroplating performace even more.
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Chapter 5

5. Experimental Results

5.1 Setup

The attraction experiments with the Magnetic Traps took place in the BioLab room at INESC-MN facilities. To 

do them, the following setup was assembled:

Figure 109 – Illustration of the setup system to test the 

magnetic  attraction.  Stack  with  a  breadboard, 

permanent  magnet  and  microfabricated  device 

(connected to the breadboard).

The  sample  wirebonded  to  a  PCB (Printed  Circuit  Board)  is  mounted  on  a  Breadboard  with  the  external 

permanent magnet glued beneath it. On top of the sample lies the microchannel with one of its channels aligned  

to the Magnetic Traps. Two wires establish connection between sample and Current Source.

In all experiments, attraction was tested for a static fluid, with no flow rate pumping. The fluid is inserted inside  

the microchannel through a syringe by applying pressure on it until the microchannel is filled. The setup is then 

placed on the microscope for optical inspection of the results, while applying a current.

To prepare the fluid, 10μL of magnetic nanoparticles were extracted and diluted  with PB solution (Phosphate 
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Buffered) at a ratio of 1 to 10. Calibrated pipettes and a eppendorf were used for this purpose:

Figure 110 – Eppendorf. Figure 111 – Calibrated pipettes. Figure 112 – Microchannel [50].

Figure 113 – Current Source. Figure 114 – Microscope and computer.

5.2 Results

5.2.1 Multilayer Process – Glass Substrate

The  first  microfabricated  Magnetic  Traps  were  done  using  the  multilayer  process.  They  were  fabricated 

following the steps indicated in section 3.2.

These samples were fabricated on top of glass not only to test the Magnetic Traps attraction, but also to observe 

how  these  stacks  of  materials  would  react  when  passing  current  intensities  of  the  order  of  hundreds  of 

miliAmpere through them.

With Magnetic Trap resistances bellow 100Ω, currents around 0.1A could be used without destroying them.  
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These current intensities were however unable to attract magnetic particles due to the generated heat. Glass low 

thermal conductivity and power emitted by the Magnetic Traps, due to their resistance, forced heat to build up  

around  them  fast  enough  to  start  melting  the  microchannel  lid  after  a  few  seconds.  As  a  consequence,  

microchannels collapsed before any magnetic attraction could be seen.

  

Figure 115 – Magnetic Traps on top of glass.  Inner 

Radius:  500µm;  Spacement  between  wires:  20µm, 

55µm,  100µm;  Wire  width:  100µm.  (First  designs, 

before optimizations).

Figure 116  -  Magnetic  Traps  on top of  glass.  Inner 

Radius:  500µm;  Spacement  between  wires:  20µm, 

55µm,  100µm;  Wire  width:  10µm and 55µm.  (First 

designs, before optimizations).

5.2.2 Multilayer Process – Si Substrate

In order to solve the overheating problems, the substrate was changed from glass to Si, which is a good thermal  

conductor.

These fabrications presented some additional chalenges. Aluminum contacts were deposited using the Nordiko 

7000 instead of Nordiko 3600. Nordiko 7000 applies 2KW in the grids for a standard Aluminum deposition rate. 

This rate was however too high for this purpose, damaging the sample and depositing Aluminum with poor 

quality (peeling off). To solve this problem, the power supplied to the grid was reduced to 1KW and then to  

0.5KW, reducing the depositions rates to an half and a fourth, respectively. The lowest deposition rate from these 

three was the one that gave the best deposition results.

The SiN layer also presented a lower uniformity. After deposition, this passivation layer had a thickness variation 

of approximately 150nm, with maximums close to 300nm, when it should present a regular layer of 300nm.
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Unlike previous samples, SiN vias were etched using Lam Research Rainbow Plasma Etcher instead of Nordiko 

3600.

Factors explained above increased these samples' Magnetic Traps resistance, which went up to near 0.25kΩ ~ 

0.35KΩ  for the longest ones.

Figure 117 –  Magnetic  Traps  multilayer  device, 

microfabricated on top of Silicon. 

Their resistance was further increased after wirebonding. In the end of the process, a large voltage was needed to 

pass  current  through  the  traps.  Voltages  near  100V were  needed  to  supply a  current  around  10mA to  the  

Magnetic Traps, after which they started to break.

Despite not being able to attract Magnetic Particles with this applied current, a steady current of 7mA to 9mA 

was held in the Magnetic Traps for a few minutes, releasing over that time a greater energy density than the 

Magnetic  Traps on top of glass had released over a  few seconds with 0.1A, and no significant  changes in  

temperature nor melting signs on the microchannel were detected. Though not in the exact same conditions, 

these results sugested that the Si substrate allowed a faster cooling to the above stacks than the glass. Th ese 

results are also expected since the Silicon thermal conductivity at 300K is approximately 145 W.m−1.K−1 [51] , 

two orders of magnitude above glass (SiO2), which is around 1 W.m−1.K−1 [51] .

5.2.3 Singlelayer Process – Si Substrate

To overcome the problems associated with high resistances such as topography and those listed above as well as  

the fragile microfabrication itself, where a single open circuit compromises the functioning of a whole Magnetic  

Trap, a new process was designed by having all layers comprised into a single one (Section 3.3). This process  

takes  advantage  of  the  designed  Electroplating System to deposit  Copper.  Having a  lower  Resistivity than  

Aluminum, Copper decreases  Magnetic  Traps'  Resistance.   This System also allows the microfabrication of 

thicker Magnetic Traps, leading to a great reduction of their Resistance as well.

The trade off of this design is the current input. Designed masks present single contacts that branch out in ten,  
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each one mimicking a Magnetic Trap spire. This means that a current of 1A has to be applied to have 0.1A in 

each spire,  for  example.  Magnetic  Trap  spires  were designed to have  the  same length,  and  thus,  the  same 

resistance.

This design offers more sturdiness to the traps. An open circuit is more unlikely to occur due to their larger  

thickness and simplified microfabrication. Moreover, if a spire becomes open circuited, the rest of them are not 

compromised. Generated magnetic field is still influentiated though.

The main difficulty this process faced was the lithography step. Magnetic Traps were designed to have 10 µm in 

thickness, almost 10 times higher than the previous ones.

The Heidelberg Instruments DWL Lithography System needs to expose with high doses of energy to reach and 

pattern the 10 µm depth. These exposures are not anisotropic and differences become more noticeable for larger  

thicknesses (as seen in Figures 99 and 100).

Exposures with enough energy to pattern features with their normal dimensions at the bottom of the Photoresist,  

overexposed it on top. This led to short circuits when doing the electroplating (Figure 118).

On the other hand, exposures whose features had their normal dimensions on top of the Photoresist, did not meet  

the required energy to expose down to the 10 µm, spoiling electroplating (Figure 119).

Figure  118 –  Short-circuited  Magnetic  Trap.  This 

device  will  not  be  able  to  reproduce  the  pretended 

Magnetic Field (pitch: 20µm).

Figure  119 –  Underexposed  sample.  Remains  of 

Photoresist on top of the seed layer prevented Copper 

from  growing  properly,  spoiling  the  device  (pitch: 

20µm).

These problems were solved by redimensioning Magnetic Traps parameters (Figures 120 and 121). Similarly to 

the Multilayer Magnetic Traps, these traps were initially projected to have a wire width and a spacing between 

wires of 10µm (Section 2.4.4). A third process was then developed, where their wire width was maintained but 

the spacement between lines was increased  from 10µm to 20µm, increasing the Pitch to 30µm, and the inner 

radius was recalculated for these conditions (see Optimizations in Section 2.4.3) and used in this third design.  

The resulting device can be seen in Figure 126.
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Figure  120 –  Electroplated  Magnetic  Trap  with  no 

defects (pitch: 30µm).

Figure  121 –  Electroplated  Magnetic  Trap  with  no 

defects. Detail.

These Magnetic Traps were able to attract Magnetic Particles (Figures 124 and 125). Their 10µm photoresist 

coating data,  taken form the Profilometer (after exposure and before electroplating),  showed a good pattern 

definition up to 8µm. This value allowed a maximum electrodeposition of Copper with that thickness. To provide 

a well defined Copper layer with small grains, the electroplating was done using a current density of 20mA/cm2 

and a spacement between electrodes of 4cm for one hour. After the plating, these samples were measured again  

with the profilometer, revealing an average thickness of 6µm for distant areas from the features' borders and 

12µm for the areas close to them. Magnetic Trap wires had approximately 12µm high due to this phenomenon.

Electroplated Copper near the Photoresist exposed areas curled probably due to the surface tension caused by its 

non vertical  walls.  As a  consequence,  the surface  to  electroplate  increases  in  those  regions,  increasing the 

electroplating there as well:

Figure 122 – SEM image showing the curled layer of 

electroplated  Copper  near  the  border  of  an  exposed 

area during Lithography.

Figure 123 –  SEM image showing the curled region 

almost fused with the rest of the Copper layer.
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The error between expected and obtained thickness comes from the area to be electroplated. A close value for the 

Electroplated area can be found using the AutoCAD program where masks are designed. This area is not exact  

though. As it was seen before (Section 4.6), electroplating leakages increase the real area value, which makes  

them harder to estimate/calculate with accuracy.  In this case, the current input for the estimated area was slightly 

lower than the required.

Figure  124  –  Magnetic  attraction  of  Cobalt 

Turbobeads  inside  Silica  shells.  Microscope  picture, 

beggining  of  attraction.  The  center  of  the  Magnetic 

Trap is outlined (red).

Figure  125  –  Magnetic  attraction  of  Cobalt 

Turbobeads  inside  Silica  shells.  Microscope  picture, 

after tens of seconds. The center of the Magnetic Trap 

is outlined (red).

Despite a theoretical favorable Magnetic Field, a real permanent magnet alone was not able to attract Magnetic 

Particles to its center. A current of 0.2A was applied to each of the Magnetic Trap spires to enable the attraction. 

The permanent magnet quickly attracted all the Magnetic Particles to the bottom of the microchannel. To prevent 

them to attach there and hinder the attraction, a small oscilatory flux was inducted manually, by compressing and 

decompressing the plunger of the syringe. By doing so, the Magnetic Particles were kept suspended in the fluid  

until reaching the center. Repulsion tests were also verified after changing the current direction.

The measured resistance of these Magnetic Traps was 0.4Ω, much lower than all the previous ones. Their low 

resistance caused no heating issues, even after hours of tests.

Figure  126  -  Magnetic  Traps  singlelayer  device, 

microfabricated on top of Silicon. 
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Chapter 6

6. Conclusions

6.1 Conclusions

This  thesis  results  of  one  year  of  theoretical  and  experimental  studies  on  Magnetic  Traps.  It  presents  the 

theoretical tools to solve and optimize magnetic attractions generated by coils, according to the pretended results, 

and optimized means to microfabricate them. This work is important to achieve the best attractions within the 

NANODEM project framework.

This thesis is composed of three main components, fulfilling main requirements needed for this project:

3D Simulator 

The  programmed  3D simulator  in  Wolfram Mathematica  8.0  was  essential  to  find  the  best  parameters  for 

Magnetic Traps and to take advantage of their maximum potential. Without this tool and the calculation power of 

a computer, understanding the physics of the system to design Magnetic Traps both efficiently and effectively 

would be impossible.

Copper Electroplating Device

Despite the wide range of equipment at INESC-MN, a process that enabled fast and thick depositions of metal,  

without the risk of peeling of, was not available. 

In this thesis, the need of producing thick metal contacts for Magnetic Traps led to the design, test, optimization  

and calibration of a Electroplating System for electrodeposition of Copper. It was able to electroplate bright and  

thick contacts of Copper, with fine grains, very low resistances and great quality.

This device is  also versatile,  offering the possibility to electroplate other  metals  upon changing electrolyte, 

electrodes, and recalibrating parameters for the new metal.
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Multilayer and Singlelayer Designs

Several optimizations were explored in this thesis for the microfabrication of Magnetic Traps.

Each new optimization carried the strenghts of the previous one and yield solutions for the weaknesses found.

Two designs for Magnetic Traps are presented: Multilayer and Singlelayer.

Multilayer  Magnetic  Traps  problems of  resistance  and  fabrication  were  solved  by presenting a  Singlelayer  

Magnetic Trap design. This design, allied with the sturdy electroplated contacts of Copper and a good thermal 

conductor substrate as Silicon to dissipate heat, gave all the conditions necessary to microfabricate functional 

micro Magnetic Traps.

6.2 Future Work

Presented work in this thesis should be further exploited. Bellow are suggested some of the main aspects that can 

follow this investigation:

Isolation

SingleLayer Magnetic Traps here presented, and built in the same device, were not perfectly isolated one from 

another. Despite being two orders of magnitude bigger, and thus, rather insignificant, a Resistance was measured  

between supposedly isolated  features,  meaning  that  there  are  very small  current  leakages  between diferent 

Magnetic Traps. Several overetchs were done in an attempt to stop them, by removing possible remains of the 

seed layer that could be short circuiting the system, but this resistance did not change.

These leaks were very small to hinder the magnetic attraction, but they can be stopped, saving applied current in  

the process.

Increasing the passivation layer of these Magnetic Trap's process and adding a barrier layer before electroplating, 

to prevent possible Copper diffusion, or change the substract again to glass, since these Magnetic Traps have  

very low Resistances and emit few power, are some suggested options to prevent these leakages.

Oscillator-Pump

To prevent Magnetic Particles adhesion to the bottom surface of the microchannel and facilitate their attraction, a 

small and automatic oscillator pump should be integrated in the device. An alternate quasi-static flow would 

prevent Magnetic Particles from being attached to the bottom surface of the microchannel while maintaining 

their  average  position  (without  attraction).  This  would  greatly  increase  the  device  efficiency  at  attracting 

Magnetic Particles, improving their further detection.

Soft Core

Fabricate and test Magnetic Traps with a Soft Core and eventually Soft-Core and Saturated Field, to compare 
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theoretical and experimental efficiencies and effectivenesses, is also a possible target of study.

Tests with Biological Particles

Magnetic Traps final  purpose in NANODEM project  is  to attract  biological  molecules attached to magnetic  

particles.

These compounds result in larger volumes to be attracted, and according to their final size, they might require a  

larger force fields for successful attractions. Since these fields are proportional to the current input, a correlation 

between the total size of target compound and the supplied current, together with the force applied by each 

magnetic particle attached to the biomolecule, should be found.

This study will allow a recalibration of Magnetic Traps' generated Magnetic Field, to attract larger compounds.

Tests Incorporating Magnetic Traps and Optical Sensors

Attraction  tests  with  optical  detectors  included  in  the  device  should  be  performed  to  observe  their  overall  

response according to the attracted particles' luminescence, concentration and distance as well as the fluid's  

opacity, system's reflectivity and external interferences.

Magnetic Sensors

Particles' magnetic moment can also be detected by a magnetic sensor. With this principle in mind, a strategy that 

took  advantage  of  those  magnetic  moments  could  be  developed,  and  use  magnetic  sensors  to  detect  their  

presence. These magnetic sensors could be fabricated in the same sample as the Magnetic Traps, excluding the  

need of using external optical sensors integrated in the device.
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Appendix A: Run Sheet I – Multilayer Device
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Appendix B: Run Sheet II – Singlelayer Device
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Appendix C: 3D Modeling – Source Code

3D Modeling 

Wolfram Mathematica 8.0 Source Code
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